Cause No. 141-307474-19
VICTOR MIGNOGNA,
Plaintiff,
v.
FUNIMATION PRODUCTIONS, LLC,
JAMIE MARCHI, MONICA RIAL, and
RONALD TOYE,
Defendants.
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In the District Court of

141st Judicial District

of Tarrant County, Texas

DEFENDANT FUNIMATION PRODUCTIONS, LLC’S
MOTION TO DISMISS UNDER THE TCPA

I.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF MOTION

The Texas Legislature enacted the Texas Citizens Participation Act (“TCPA”) to “encourage
and safeguard the constitutional rights of persons to . . . speak freely [and] associate freely.” Tex. Civ.
Prac. & Rem. Code § 27.002. Numerous courts have noted the TCPA is designed to stop retaliatory
lawsuits that are designed to squelch free speech, precisely what is occurring in this dispute.
Applying the TCPA, the Court should dismiss Plaintiff Victor Mignogna’s (“Vic”) lawsuit
against Defendant Funimation Production, LLC because Funimation’s February 11, 2019, tweets
about its decision to terminate its working relationship with Vic were clearly an exercise of
Funimation’s right of free speech and right of association. As explained below, Funimation published
the tweets in response to widespread public outcry about allegations that Vic, a well-known voice
actor, had engaged in inappropriate conduct with his fans and with his co-workers.
Because Funimation’s tweets were truthful and non-defamatory, Vic’s tort claims against
Funimation fail as a matter of law. Further, Funimation cannot be held vicariously liable for any
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alleged tortious conduct of its co-defendants Monica Rial, Ron Toye, or Jamie Marchi because they
are not Funimation’s agents or employees. For these reasons, and for the additional reasons set out
below, the Court should dismiss Vic’s claims against Funimation and award Funimation its attorney’s
fees pursuant to the TCPA.
II.
A.

RELEVANT BACKGROUND

Vic is a well-known voice actor in the anime world.
As he alleges in his Original Petition in this matter, Vic is a voice actor who has performed

the voices for animated characters for over 22 years, mainly in anime productions. Plaintiff’s Original
Petition (“Pet.”) ¶ 10. In addition to his voice work, Vic attends as many as 35 to 40 fan conventions
per year, where he earns appearance fees from convention producers as well as fees from signing
autographs, taking photographs with fans, and appearing on guest panels. Id. at ¶ 14.
B.

Vic performed as the lead character in Dragon Ball Super: Broly, which was released by
Funimation in the United States on January 2019.
Funimation Productions dubs Japanese anime productions into English for distribution within

the United States. Id. at ¶ 12. From 2004 through 2018, Vic provided voice acting services to
Funimation for multiple dubbed anime productions, many of which are part of the popular Japanese
Dragon Ball series. See Ex. A (Mika Aff.) at ¶ 4. In 2018, Funimation cast Vic as the English voice
for “Broly,” the lead character in the fantasy anime martial arts film Dragon Ball Super: Broly. Pet.
¶ 15. Funimation released Dragon Ball Super: Broly on January 16, 2019. Id.
C.

Allegations of past misconduct by Vic began to surface online and in relevant media after
the release of Dragon Ball Super: Broly.
On the same day that Funimation released Dragon Ball Super: Broly, Funimation was tagged

on Twitter by user “@hanleia” with the question “Hey @Funimation why do you employ a known
pedophile,” and a link to allegations of sexual misconduct by Vic at anime conventions. Pet. ¶ 15; Ex.
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A at ¶ 5. The next day, on January 18, 2019, Funimation learned of additional allegations of sexual
misconduct by Vic at anime conventions through negative Twitter posts and from other sources within
the anime community. Pet. ¶ 16; Ex. A at ¶ 5.
Confirming Vic’s own view of himself as a public figure, he responded to the volume of
negative publicity with his own Twitter apology on January 20, 2019:
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Ex. D. In his tweet, Vic appears to acknowledge that his conduct at numerous public conventions –
which he downplays as “a hug or a kiss on the cheek or forehead” – may have caused his fans to
become uncomfortable, and he promises not to interact “in the same ways with fans in the future.” Id.
D.

Funimation investigated the allegations of misconduct made against Vic, found the
allegations to be credible, and terminated its business relationship with Vic on January
28, 2019.
Because of the allegations circulating on social media about Vic, Funimation asked the human

resources department at Sony Pictures Entertainment (“SPE”), which owns Funimation, to
investigate. Ex. A at ¶ 6. Beginning on January 22, 2019, SPE’s Executive Director of Employee
Relations, Tammi Denbow, investigated allegations made against Vic by his anime co-star Defendant
Monica Rial, by two fans who interacted with Vic at a convention, and by a former Funimation
employee. Pet. ¶ 18; Ex. B (Denbow Aff.) at ¶¶ 3-4. Based on her interviews of the two fans, Rial,
and of Vic himself, among others, Denbow concluded that the allegations against Vic were credible,
and her conclusion was reported to Funimation. Ex. B at ¶ 5.
On January 29, 2019, Karen Mika, an officer at Funimation, told Vic by telephone that his
conduct was unacceptable and that Funimation was letting him go effectively immediately. Ex. A at
¶ 8. Funimation did not make any public statement about its termination of Vic at that time. Id.
E.

Allegations of misconduct against Vic became big news in the anime world and led to
online harassment and threats between Vic’s supporters and detractors.
Vic’s public mea culpa did little to quell the public’s interest as multiple industry sources

began writing articles about his behavior. For example:
●

On January 25, 2019, Polygon.com published an article entitled “Dragon Ball Super:
Broly voice actor responds to sexual harassment, homophobia claims,” where it recounts
that some of the misconduct allegations against Vic go as far back as 2010. Ex. E.
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●

On January 30, 2019, Anime News Network, which bills itself as “The Internet’s Most
Trusted Anime News Source,” published an article entitled “‘Far from Perfect’: Fans
Recount Unwanted Affection from Voice Actor Vic Mignogna.” Ex. F. In that article,
Anime News Network describes several stories of inappropriate conduct by Vic at anime
conventions. Id.
On February 4, 2019, production company Rooster Teeth contacted Anime News Network to

issue the statement that “Effective today, Vic Mignogna is no longer a part of the cast of RWBY and
Rooster Teeth is ending all associations with Vic. This will not affect the creative content of RWBY.”
Ex. G. Thus, Funimation was not the only anime production company to end its relationship with Vic
in early 2019.
As the comments to these and other articles referenced below show, the allegations against
Vic caused social media warfare among anime fans. See Exs. E-I; Ex. C at ¶ 5. Defendants Monica
Rial, Jamie Marchi, and Ron Toye had their own social media confrontations with Vic’s supporters.
See, e.g., Pet. ¶ 31. The back-and-forth among anime fans became so heated that Vic himself issued
a tweet on February 8, 2019, that called upon his fans to stop their threatening behavior immediately:
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Ex. J. Vic’s effort to admonish his fans had little effect, and the social media warfare continued.
F.

On February 11, 2019, Funimation published a truthful statement about its decision to
terminate its working relationship with Vic.
Due to the continued publicity surrounding Vic, Funimation decided to issue a short statement

regarding its decision to end its relationship with Vic, which it did on February 11, 2019. Ex. C at ¶
6. Funimation tweeted as follows:

Ex. L. In response to the continued heated back-and-forth among anime fans about Vic, Funimation
included the following sentence with its tweet about recasting Vic: “Part of our core mission is to
celebrate the diversity of the anime community and to share our love for this genre and to support its
positive impact on all. We do not [condone] any kind of harassment or threatening behavior being
directed at anyone.” Id. The purpose of this additional tweet was to encourage civility in the anime
community and to confirm Funimation’s position that no one should engage in harassment or
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threatening behavior. Ex. C at ¶ 6. Funimation nowhere stated or implied in any of its tweets that Vic
had engaged in any harassment or intimidation, sexual or otherwise. Id.
For his part, Vic did not deny that his behavior at conventions made others feel uncomfortable.
Vic published a tweet on February 13 where he admitted as much:

Ex. N. In the tweet, Vic admits that that it is “impossible for [him] to discern another’s personal
boundaries” and that he regrets anything “said or done out of ignorance that has put anyone outside
of their comfort zone.” Id. He concludes that he is “just as susceptible to struggles and difficulties as
anyone,” that he had “identified areas where he needed growth,” and that he would be “taking this
time to recommit to God and seeking the help of a counselor.” Id.
Vic’s February 13th tweet was picked up several news organizations, including Anime News
Network and media attention related to Vic continued through March and April 2019, with articles
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on IO9, Polygon.com, Anime News Network, Newsweek, and Variety. Exs. O-W. These news
articles demonstrate that Vic is a public figure and that any statements made about Vic were a matter
of public concern.
G.

Vic sued Funimation, Jamie Marchi, Monica Rial and Ronald Toye in April 2019.
Vic filed this lawsuit on April 18, 2019, where he is attempting to hold Funimation liable for

defamation for its February 11th tweets and vicariously liable for the separate social media conduct
of co-defendants Marchi, Rial, and Toye. Pet. ¶¶ 37–50. In his suit, Mignogna has made claims for
defamation, tortious interference (existing and prospective) with certain unidentified convention
appearance contracts, civil conspiracy, and vicarious liability. Id.
For its part, Funimation denies any liability and has pleaded affirmative defenses to Vic’s
claims. As relevant to this motion, Funimation’s February 11th tweets are not actionable because they
are truthful and not defamatory. Ex. C at ¶¶ 6-7. Further, there is no legal or factual basis for the Court
to hold Funimation responsible for the actions of Marchi, Rial or Toye. Funimation does not have any
control over what Marchi, Rial or Toye publish on their personal Twitter accounts or other social
media. Ex. A at ¶ 9. Rial and Marchi are not employees or agents of Funimation; and they do not have
actual or apparent authority to speak on behalf of Funimation. Id. Mignogna and the other voice actors
who work for Funimation, including Rial and Marchi, are independent contractors. Id. For his part,
Toye is the fiancé of Monica Rial. Pet. at ¶ 11. Toye is not an employee or agent of Funimation. Ex.
A at ¶ 9.
III.

ARGUMENT

The TCPA requires the Court to dismiss a legal action if Funimation shows, by a
preponderance of the evidence, that the action is based on, relates to, or is in response to Funimation’s
exercise of its rights of free speech or association. See Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code § 27.005(b)(1),
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(3). When determining whether to dismiss the suit, the Court considers the pleadings and supporting
and opposing affidavits stating the facts on which the liability or defense is based. Tex. Civ. Prac. &
Rem. Code § 27.006. The statute further instructs that the chapter “shall be liberally construed to
effectuate its purpose and intent fully.” Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code § 27.011.
As outlined below, Funimation has established by a preponderance of the evidence that it was
exercising its rights of free speech and association when Funimation published its February 11, 2019,
tweets that discuss its termination of Vic and that it does not condone harassment or threatening
behavior being directed at anyone.
Because Funimation has shown that Vic’s suit is based on, relates to, or is in response to its
exercise of these rights, the burden shifts to Vic, who must establish “by clear and specific evidence
a prima facie case for each essential element of the claim in question” or face dismissal. See Tex.
Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code §§ 27.003, 27.005(c). Because Vic cannot meet this requirement, his claims
against Funimation should be dismissed in their entirety and awarded attorney’s fees and an
appropriate sanction.
A.

The TCPA applies to Funimation’s tweets because the tweets involved a matter of public
concern.
The TCPA protects Funimation’s exercise of its right to free speech. The “[e]xercise of the

right to free speech” is defined as “a communication made in connection with a matter of public
concern.” Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code § 27.001(3). “A matter of public concern is defined broadly;
therefore, the legislature expressed its intent that the statute, enacted to protect the right of free speech,
be construed broadly.” Shipp v. Malouf, 439 S.W.3d 432, 438 (Tex. App.–Dallas 2014, pet. denied).
A “[m]atter of public concern” includes issues related to “health or safety,” “community well-being,”
or a “public figure.” § 27.001(7)(A), (B), (D). Here, Funimation’s February 11th tweets relate to each
of these categories.
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1.

Because Funimation’s February 11th tweets relate to a public figure, the TCPA
applies.

In the context of defamation claims, there are two types of “public figures”: general-purpose
and limited-purpose. General-purpose public figures are those “who have achieved such pervasive
fame or notoriety that they become public figures for all purposes and in all contexts.” WFAA-TV,
Inc. v. McLemore, 978 S.W.2d 568, 571 (Tex. 1998). In contrast, limited-purpose public figures are
only public figures for a limited range of issues surrounding a particular public controversy. Id.
Because Vic qualifies as both, the TCPA applies to Vic’s claims against Funimation.
i.

Vic qualifies as a general-purpose public figure

A “public figure” is a person with “general fame or notoriety in the community.” Gertz v.
Robert Welch, Inc., 418 U.S. 323, 351–52 (1974). Vic is a public figure because he holds himself out
as a person with general fame. See id. In his Petition, Vic states that he signs autographs and takes
pictures with fans at the multiple anime conventions he attends each year. See Pet. ¶ 13. Vic is a wellknown voice actor who has performed in multiple Funimation productions over 20+ years, including
in the popular Dragon Ball series, where he most recently performed the voice of the lead “Broly” in
Dragon Ball Super: Broly. Ex. A at ¶ 4; Ex. C at ¶¶ 3-6, 8. On, his IMDb page, Vic is credited with
over 300 entries as a live actor, voice actor, writer, producer, and director that spans from 1972 to the
present. See Ex. X. He also has over 100,000 followers on his verified Twitter account. See Ex. D.1
Multiple news outlets, including IO9, Polygon.com, Anime News Network, Newsweek, and Variety,
reported on the allegations against Vic and his subsequent reaction. See Ex. C at ¶¶ 5-6, 8; see also

1

The blue verified badge or checkmark next to a user name on Twitter lets people know that an account of public
interest is authentic. Not every Twitter use obtains verification. Instead, Twitter must approve an account for verification
“if it is determined to be an account of public interest. Typically this includes accounts maintained by users in music,
acting, fashion, government, politics, religion, journalism, media, sports, business, and other key interest areas.” Twitter,
About Verified Accounts, https://help.twitter.com/en/managing-your-account/about-twitter-verified-accounts (emphasis
added) (last visited on July 1, 2019).
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Exs. E-I, K, M, O-W. Vic’s conduct has also been the subject of much commentary on social media,
including on Twitter where competing hashtag campaigns have occurred. See Ex. C at ¶ 5. This
evidence establish that Vic is a public figure and that any statements made about him, including about
alleged misconduct by Vic with co-workers or convention attendees, constitute a matter of public
concern.
ii.

Vic qualifies as a limited-purpose public figure

If the Court determines that Vic is not a general-purpose public figure, however, Vic still
qualifies as a limited-purpose public figure. To determine whether Vic qualifies as a limited-purpose
public figure, the Texas Supreme Court employs a three-part test: (1) the controversy at issue must
be public both in the sense that people are discussing it and people other than the immediate
participants in the controversy are likely to feel the impact of its resolution; (2) Vic must have more
than a trivial or tangential role in the controversy; and (3) the alleged defamation must be germane to
Vic’s participation in the controversy. See WFAA-TV, 978 S.W.2d at 571. Vic is a limited-purpose
public figure under this framework.
First, the sexual misconduct allegations against Vic are a “public controversy.” See Lane v.
Phares, 544 S.W.3d 881, 889 (Tex. App.–Fort Worth 2018, no pet. h.). A public controversy is a
dispute that in fact has received public attention because its ramifications will be felt by persons who
are not direct participants. See id. To determine whether a public controversy indeed existed, “the
court can see if the press was covering the debate, reporting what people were saying and uncovering
facts and theories to help the public formulate some judgment.” See WFAA-TV, Inc., 978 S.W.2d at
572 (citation omitted).
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Here, persons who were not direct participants in the controversy were discussing the
allegations levied against Vic and his subsequent response, as shown by social media activity and
press related to the allegations about Vic. See Ex. C at ¶¶ 4-6, 8; Exs. E-I, K, M, O-W.
Second, Vic has had more than a trivial or tangential role in the controversy. See WFAA-TV,
Inc., 978 S.W.2d at 571. To determine if Vic’s role in the controversy was more than tangential, the
Court must examine whether he actually sought controversy, had access to the media, and voluntarily
engaged in activities that necessarily involved the risk of increased exposure and injury to reputation.
See Hoskins v. Fuchs, 517 S.W.3d 834, 842 (Tex. App.–Fort Worth 2016, pet. denied).
Here, Vic was a direct participant in the controversy through his multiple public statements
cited here. See Exs. D, J, N. Thus, “by choosing to engage in activities that involved increased public
exposure and media scrutiny, [Vic] played more than a trivial or tangential role in the controversy.”
See Mohamed v. Ctr. for Sec. Policy, 554 S.W.3d 767, 775 (Tex. App.–Dallas 2018, pet. denied)
(finding that the plaintiffs were limited purpose public figures in part by inviting press and public
attention regarding the controversy).
Finally, the alleged defamation is germane to Vic’s participation in the controversy as he
directly responded to the allegations and apologized for his behavior. See WFAA-TV, Inc., 978 S.W.2d
at 571.
Because Vic is a public figure for the limited purpose of communications regarding his work
in the anime industry, Funimation’s tweets clearly qualify as statements about a “matter of public
concern.” See Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code § 27.001(7)(D).
2.

Because Funimation’s February 11th tweets relate to health, safety and community
well-being, the TCPA applies.

In addition, the TCPA applies here because Funimation’s tweets relate to community wellbeing and health and safety issues. Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code § 27.001(7)(A)-(B). Viewed in the
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larger context of the public uproar surrounding allegations of misconduct by Vic at anime conventions
and the social media warfare between Vic’s supporters and Vic’s accusers, Funimation’s tweets relate
to the safety and health participants in the anime community and the well-being of that community.
See Ex. C at ¶¶ 4-8. Courts regularly recognize that when a statement concerns even an individual’s
state of safety, the TCPA applies. See, e.g., Backes v Misko, No. 05-14-00566-CV, 2015 WL 1138258,
at *9 (Tex. App.–Dallas Mar. 13, 2015, pet. denied) (holding that internet post about child’s safety
and health status concerned “health and safety” under TCPA); Bilbrey v. Williams, No. 02-13-00332CV, 2015 WL 1120921, at *8–9 (Tex. App.–Fort Worth Mar. 12, 2015, no pet.) (holding defendants’
statements about plaintiff’s alleged threats to members of community involved “health and safety”
under TCPA).
B.

The TCPA also applies to Funimation’s tweets because the tweets involved Funimation’s
right of association.
Under the TCPA, the Court must dismiss a legal action against the moving party if the action

is based on, relates to, or is in response to the party’s exercise of the right of association. See
MacFarland v. Le-Vel Brands LLC, No. 05-16-00672-CV, 2017 Tex. App. LEXIS 2569, at *19 (Tex.
App.–Dallas Mar. 23, 2017, no pet.) (citing Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code Ann. § 27.005(b)). The
TCPA defines the “exercise of the right of association” as a “communication between individuals
who join together to collectively express, promote, pursue, or defend common interests.” Tex. Civ.
Prac. & Rem. Code § 27.001(2). Courts have broadly read the TCPA’s language about the
“communication between individuals who join together to collectively express, promote, pursue, or
defend common interests.” See Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code § 27.001(2). See Fawcett v. Grosu, 498
S.W.3d 650 (Tex. App.–Houston [14th Dist.] 2016, pet. denied) (finding right of association in case
involving malfeasance among competing factions of fraternal order).
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Here, Funimation was exercising its right of association with the anime community when it
tweeted about the situation with Vic, including that part of Funimation’s “core mission is to celebrate
the diversity of the anime community and to share our love for this genre and to support its positive
impact on all. We do not [condone] any kind of harassment or threatening behavior being directed at
anyone.” See Ex. C at ¶¶ 4-7; Ex. L. For that reason, the TCPA applies to Vic’s lawsuit against
Funimation. See Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code § 27.001(2).
C.

Vic cannot satisfy his burden under § 27.005(c) to provide clear and specific evidence
for each essential element of his claims against Funimation.
Because Funimation has carried its burden by a preponderance of the evidence to show that

the TCPA applies, Vic must establish “by clear and specific evidence a prima facie case for each
essential

element

of

the

claim

in

question.”

See

Tex.

Civ.

Prac.

&

Rem.

Code §§ 27.003, 27.005(b), (c). “Clear and specific evidence” of each essential element of a claim is
more than “mere notice pleading.” In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d 579, 590 (Tex. 2015). Instead, Vic must
“provide enough detail to show the factual basis for its claim.” Id. at 590–91. Conclusory allegations
do not pass muster under the TCPA. Id. at 592–93 (holding that business disparagement claim should
have been dismissed under TCPA because conclusory allegation of lost profits, reputation, and
goodwill was insufficient on required element of special damages).
In deciding this motion, the Court must consider the pleadings and supporting and opposing
affidavits stating the facts on which the liability or defense is based. Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code
§ 27.006(a); see Deaver v. Desai, 483 S.W.3d 668, 673 (Tex. App.–Houston [14th Dist.] 2015, no
pet.).
1.

Vic cannot show clear and specific evidence for his defamation claim against
Funimation.

To prove defamation, Vic must prove that (a) the Funimation published a false statement of
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fact; (b) the statement defamed the plaintiff; (c) Funimation acted with actual malice, if the plaintiff
is a public figure or a public official, or negligently, if the plaintiff is a private individual; and (d) the
statement proximately caused damages. See Anderson v. Durant, 550 S.W.3d 605, 617–18 (Tex.
2018). Because Vic is a public figure, he must show that Funimation acted with actual malice.
2.

Vic cannot meet his burden to show clear and specific evidence for his tortious
interference with existing contract claim against Funimation.

To prevail on his tortious interference with an existing contract, Vic must prove that (1) a
contract exists that is subject to interference, (2) Funimation committed a willful and intentional act
of interference with the contract, (3) the willful and intentional act was a proximate cause of injury,
and (4) actual damages or loss has occurred. See Prudential Ins. Co. of Am. v. Fin. Review Servs, Inc.,
29 S.W.3d 74, 77 (Tex. 2000). Because Vic cannot meet his burden to show each of these elements,
his tortious interference with existing contracts should be dismissed.
3.

Vic cannot show clear and specific evidence for his tortious interference with
prospective business relations claim against Funimation.

Texas law protects prospective contracts and business relations from tortious interference.
Coinmach Corp. v. Aspenwood Apartment Corp., 417 S.W.3d 909, 923 (Tex. 2013). To prevail on a
claim for tortious interference with prospective business relations, Vic must establish (1) there was a
reasonable probability that Vic would have entered into a business relationship with a third party;
(2) Funimation either acted with a conscious desire to prevent the relationship from occurring or knew
the interference was certain or substantially certain to occur as a result of the conduct; (3)
Funimation’s conduct was independently tortious or unlawful; (4) the interference proximately
caused Vic’s injury; and (5) Vic suffered actual damage or loss as a result. See id. Because Vic cannot
meet his burden to show each of these elements, his tortious interference with prospective contracts
should be dismissed.
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4.

Vic cannot meet his burden to show clear and specific evidence for his civil conspiracy
claim against Funimation.

A civil conspiracy is a combination of two or more persons to accomplish an unlawful purpose
or to accomplish a lawful purpose by unlawful means. Massey v. Armco Steel Co., 652 S.W.2d 932,
934 (Tex. 1983). The essential elements are: (1) two or more persons; (2) an object to be
accomplished; (3) a meeting of minds on the object or course of action; (4) one or more unlawful,
overt acts; and (5) damages as the proximate result. Id. Of course, “[t]here is no independent liability
for a civil conspiracy.” Moldovan v. Polito, 05-15-01052-CV, 2016 WL 4131890, at *15 (Tex. App.–
Dallas Aug. 2, 2016, no pet.). Therefore, a conspiracy claim fails as a matter of law if the underlying
claim has failed. See Schoellkopf v. Pledger, 778 S.W.2d 897, 900 (Tex. App.–Dallas 1989, writ
denied) (observing that “the jury’s findings on conspiracy are relevant only if we find in [appellee’s]
favor on one of the other tort theories pleaded,” and holding that because appellee “failed to establish
any other substantive tort, . . . there is no independent liability for conspiracy”).
As discussed above, because each of Vic’s claims fails, none of those claims can provide a
basis for civil conspiracy. See id. Additionally, Vic’s conspiracy claim fails because Vic cannot
provide clear and specific evidence that Funimation had a meeting of the minds with any of its codefendants.
5.

Vic cannot meet his burden to show clear and specific evidence for his vicarious
liability “claim” against Funimation.

Defendants Jamie Marchi, Monica Rial, and Ronald Toye are not Funimation’s employees or
agents. Ex. A at ¶ 9. Instead, these voice actors, like Vic, are independent contractors. Id. “The
distinction is significant because, as a general rule, an employer is insulated from liability for the
tortious acts of its independent contractors.” Painter v. Amerimex Drilling I, Ltd., 561 S.W.3d 125,
131 (Tex. 2018). To establish any basis for holding Funimation vicariously liable, Vic must show
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that, at the time of the co-defendants’ conduct, they (1) were employees or agents of Funimation and
(2) were acting in the course and scope of their Funimation relationship. See id.
The evidentiary record shows that Marchi, Rial and Toye were not employees or agents of
Funimation. Ex. A at ¶ 9. “The test to determine whether a worker is an employee rather than an
independent contractor is whether the employer has the right to control the progress, details, and
methods of operations of the work.” Limestone Products Distribution, Inc. v. McNamara, 71 S.W.3d
308, 312 (Tex. 2002). Here, Funimation had an independent contractor relationship with Rial and
Marchi and no relationship at all with Rial’s fiancé Toye. Ex. A at ¶ 9. Further, Funimation had no
right to control any of its co-defendants’ alleged conduct, much less their social media activities
related to Vic. Id. Accordingly, there is no basis for the Court to hold Funimation vicariously liable
for their conduct.
In any event, each of Funimation’s co-defendants was acting outside of the course-and-scope
of his or her Funimation relationship. The course-and-scope element arises only if the tortious act
falls “within the scope of the employee’s general authority in furtherance of the employer’s business
and for the accomplishment of the object for which the employee was hired.” May See Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co. v. Mayes, 236 S.W.3d 754, 757 (Tex. 2007). And the act “must be of the same
general nature as the conduct authorized or incidental to the conduct authorized.” Id. Defendants
Marchi and Rial are voice actors with whom Funimation contracts from time to time to dub anime
productions into English. Ex. A at ¶ 9. Funimation has no control over Marchi or Rial’s social media
accounts. Id. Thus, to the extent that these co-defendants “deviate[d] from the performance of [their]
duties for [their] own purposes, [Funimation] is not responsible for what occurs during that
deviation.” See Mayes, 236 S.W.3d at 757 (citation omitted). Thus, Funimation is not vicariously
liable for any of alleged conduct by the co-defendants.
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IV.

REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY’S FEES

The Texas Supreme has determined that upon dismissal under the TCPA, an award of
attorney’s fees to the successful movant is mandatory. See Sullivan v. Abraham, 488 S.W.3d 294, 299
(Tex. 2016) (holding that TCPA requires that “reasonable attorney’s fees” be awarded to successful
movant and that term “as justice and equity may require” in § 27.009(a)(1) applies only to award of
“other expenses”). Further, the Court must award sanctions, and in this instance in particular, such
deterrence sanction is warranted. See Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code §27.009(2).
V.

STAY OF DISCOVERY

The filing of this motion suspends all discovery in this matter until the Court has ruled on this
motion to dismiss. Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code § 27.003(c).
VI.

CONCLUSION

The Court should grant Funimation’s Motion to Dismiss in its entirety and award Funimation
its attorney’s fees and sanctions in bringing this motion.
Dated: July 1, 2019

Respectfully Submitted,
/s/ John Volney________
John Volney
Texas Bar No. 24003118
jvolney@lynnllp.com
Christian A. Orozco
State Bar No. 24107886
corozco@lynnllp.com
LYNN PINKER COX & HURST, LLP
2100 Ross Avenue, Suite 2700
Dallas, Texas 75201
Telephone: 214‐981‐3800
Facsimile: 214‐981‐3839
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT
FUNIMATION PRODUCTIONS, LLC

DEFENDANT FUNIMATION’S MOTION TO DISMISS UNDER THE TCPA
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of foregoing has been served
upon counsel of record via the court’s e-filing service on July 1, 2019.
Ty Beard
ty@beardandharris.com
Carey-Elisa Christie
carey@beardandharris.com
Kristina M. Ross
kristina@beardandharris.com
Jim E. Bullock
jim@beardandharris.com
BEARD HARRIS BULLOCK HUGHES
100 Independence Place, Suite 101
Tyler, Texas 75703

Casey S. Erick
cerick@cowelsthompson.com
COWLES & THOMPSON, PC
901 Main Street, Suite 3900
Dallas, Texas 75202

ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINIFF

ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANTS
MONICA RIAL AND RONALD TOYE

Andrea Perez
aperez@kesslercollins.com
KESSLER COLLINS, P.C.
2100 Ross Avenue, Suite 750
Dallas, Texas 75201

Samuel H. Johnson
sam@johnsonsparks.com
JOHNSON SPARKS, PLLC
7161 Bishop Road, Suite 220
Plano, Texas 75024
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT
JAMIE MARCHI
/s/ John Volney________
John Volney
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EXHIBIT A

EXHIBIT B

CAUSE NO. 141-307474-19

§
§
§
§

VICTOR MIGN OGNA,
Plaintiff,

v.

1N THE DISTRICT COURT

•

FUNTMATION PRODUCTIONS, LLC~

JAMIE MARCHI, 1\-IONICA RIAL,
AND RONALD TOYE,
Defendants:

§
§
§
§
§

141ST JUDICIAL DISTRI CT

§

TARRANT COUNTY, TEXAS

A FFIDAV IT OF Ti\MMl DENBOW

STATEOFJOWA

§
§

·COUNTY QF POLK

§

J3EFORE ME, the undersigned aotary public, persvnally.appeared Tammi Denbow, known
to me to be the person wh0sc name is subscribed hereto, and, after being du!y sworn, stated the
following:
1.

My name is Tammi Denbow. lam over eighteen years of age, am of sound mind,

and am folly competent to make this affipavit, and the facts stated here are. v.ithi'n tny personal
.knowledge and are true and correct.
2.

r am Executive Director of Employee Relations for Sony Pictures Entertainment. I

have been in th.is role since March 2014. As Executive Director, I am the central point of contact
-for employee relations· c-0ncems, including condµcting inte[l)al investigations. into .employment
;llld workplace-related matters. I perform sc-0res of inte.mal investigations for Sony Pictures

Entertainment and its subsidiaries on an annual basis. As set out bc;low, Linvestigated cerlain
allegations of inappropriate conduct made against voice actor Victor Mignogna. When my

AFJ'IOAVIT OFTAMM I DENBOW
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investigation began, Sony Pictur~s Entertainment's sub5itliary fwiimation Productions, LLC, ~ad
just.released an anime feature in which Mi:. Mignogna provided the voice for one ef the lead
characters, and there were allegations on social media that Mr. Mignogna bad engaged in
inappropriate conduct with female fans at anime conventions.

3.

On January 22, 2Pl9; Sony]>ictmes Entcrtainmei11' s humiu1 res.ources department

asked me to inve~tigatc ce1taiu allegations made against Mr. Mignogna. Specifically, I was given
information by Funimation about allegations from two female f<µ1s or inappropriate conduct by
Mr. Mig!1ogna that occurred at an anime convention. T wa~ also alerted by Funimati.on that anoth.er

of its voice actors; Monica Rial, wanted to share information ab.out her personal experiences "'1th

Mr. lVlignogna.
4.

! conducted'telephone interviews of two potential witnesses on January 22, 2019. I

then interviewed Monica Rial via telephone on January 23, 2019, about inappropriate conduct that
she alleged was directed at her by Mr. Mignogna. On January 24. 2019, J interviewed the two
female fans who alleged that Mr. Mignogna engaged in inappropriate conduct. at an anime
convention. During my investigation, I also learned that.a former Fuci.imation emplo)'ee had also
complained about Mr, Miguogna's inappropriate conduct while she was employed at Funim'ation.
Finally, I interviewed Mr. Mignogna by telephone on January 25, 2019, where l asked bim
q_uestions about the issues involving lvfonica Rial, the two female fans, and the foJ111er F'unimation
employee.

5.

Based on my interviews, I conclqded tbat the allegations of inappropriate conduct

made against Mr. Mignogna were credible. I reported the san1e to Sony Pictures. Entertainment
Human ResoW:ces to be communicated to Funimation.

AFFffiAVtTOFTAM MI DENBOW
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FUR THER A FFlANT SA YETH NOT.

Tammi Denbow

SWORN TO and SUBSCRIBED BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this
d-f"' day of June, 2019, certify which witness my signature below. ·

to·
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EXHIBIT C

CAUSE NO. 141-307474-19
VICTOR MIGNOGNA,

PlaJntUI,

v.
FUNIMATION PRODUCTIONS, LLC,
JAMIE MARCHI, MONICA RIAL,
AND RONALD TOYE,

Defendants.

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

IN THE DISTRICT COURT

141ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT

TARRANT COUNTY, TEXAS

AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT BARRETTO

STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF DENTON

§
§
§

BEFORE ME, the undersigned notary public, personally appeared Scott Barretto, known
to me to be the person whose name is subscribed hereto, and, after being duly sworn, stated the

following:
1.

My name is Scott Barretto. I am over eighteen years of age, am of sound mind, and

am fully competent to make this affidavit, and the facts stated here are within my personal
knowledge and are true and COITect.
2.

I am Senior Director of Public Relations at Funimation Productions, LLC, which

position I have held since September 2018. I have provided public relations-related services to
0

Funimation since 2015. As Senior Director of Public Relations at Funimation, I am familiar with
Funimation' s media and social media-related activities and I monitor media and social media posts
related to Funimation.

AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT BARRETTO

3.

Funimation is an entertainment company that specializes in the dubbing and

distribution of foreign content, mostly anime. One of the most popular properties distributed by
Funimation is the Dragon Ball action~adventure franchise from Japan.
4.

Vic Mignogna has provided voice acting services to Funimation for several years,

including in features from the Dragon Ball franchise. In 2018, Funimation cast Mr. Mignogna as
the English voice for "Broly," the lead character in the fantasy anime martial arts film Dragon Ball

Super: Broly. Funimation released Dragon Ball Super: Broly on January 16, 2019.

5.

Allegations of misconduct against Mr. Mignogna began to receive media and

social media attention in January 2019, with the publication of articles by Anime News Network
and Polygon.com as well as tweets and social media posts from members of the anime community.
During this same time and through today supporters ofMr. Mignogna, many of whom adopted the

hashtag #IStandwith Vic, threatened and harassed members of the anime community and others
who supported the women who alleged misconduct by Mr. Mignogna, who used the hashtag

#KickVic.
6.

By late January, Funimation had received inquiries on social media and from the

media whether Funimation intended to take any action or make any statement with respect to Mr.
Mignogna. Due to the continued publicity surrounding Vic, including the allegations against him
about inappropriate treatment ofwomen, Funimation decided to issue a short statement via Twitter
regarding its decision to end its relationship with Mignogna, which Funimation did on February
11, 2019. A true and correct copy of Funimation' s tweet is attached to Funimaton' s TCPA Motion.
The purpose of the first tweet on February 11th was to inform the anime public of Funimation's

decision to end its relationship with Mr. Mignogna. At the same time and in the same twitter thread,
Funimation added the following sentence to its tweet: "Part of our core mission is to celebrate the

AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT BARRETTO
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diversity of the anime community and to share our love for this genre and to support its positive
impact on all. We do not [condone] any kind of harassment or threatening behavior being directed
at anyone." The purpose of this additional tweet was to respond to the continued heated back-andforth among anime fans about Mr. Mignogna and was an effort to encourage civility in the anime
community. Funimation nowhere stated or implied in any of its tweets that Mr. Mignogna had
engaged in any harassment or intimidation, sexual or otherwise.
7.

Funimation's February 11, 2019, tweets were truthful. I am aware that an

investigation of Mr. Mignogna was conducted, that Funimation recast Mr. Mignogna in Morose

Mononokean 2, and that Funimation wiU not be engaging Mr. Mignogna in future productions. In
addition, part of Funimation's core mission is to celebrate the diversity of the anime community
and to share its love for this genre and its positive impact on all, as stated in Funimation's February
11, 2019, tweet. Further, Funimation does not condone any kind harassment or threatening
behavior directed at anyone. No statement by Funimation in its February 11, 2019, tweets is
intended to defame Mr. Mignogna in any way; nor do the statement imply that Mr. Mignogna
engaged in any harassing or threatening behavior. Funimation has not made any other public

statement about Mr. Mignogna since its tweets on February 11, 2019.
8.

True and correct copies of the following exhibits are attached to Funimation's

TCPA Motion:
ExhibitD

Mr. Mignogna's January 20, 2019 tweet.

Exhibit E

Polygon.cam's January 25, 2019 article about Mr. Mignogna

ExhibitF

Anime News Network's January 30, 2019 article about Mr. Mignogna

ExhibitO

Anime News Network's February 4, 2019 article about Mr. Mignogna

ExhibitH

Anime News Network's February 5, 2019 article about Mr. Mignogna

AFFIDAVIT OF SC01T BARRE1TO
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Exhibit I

Polygon.com's Febru&ry 5, 2019 article about Mr. Mignogna

Exhibit J

Mr. Mignogna's Febru&ry 8, 2019 tweet

Exhibit K

Anime News Network's Febru&ry 9, 2019 article about Mr. Mignogna

Exhibit L

Funimation's February 11, 2019 tweet

Exhibit M

Polygon.corn's February 11, 2019 article about Mr. Mignogna

Exhibit N

Mr. Mignogna's February 13, 2019 tweet

Exhibit 0

Anime News Network's February 14, 2019 article about Mr. Mignogna

Exhibit P

109's Febru&ry 19, 2019 article about Mr. Mignogna

Exhibit Q

Anime News Network's Febru&ry 20, 2019 article about swatting incident

Exhibit R

Anime News Network's Febru&ry 20, 2019 article about Monica Rial

Exhibit S

Screenrant's Febru&ry 25, 2019 article about Mr. Mignogna

Exhibit T

Anime News Network's March 24, 2019 article about Mr. Mignogna

Exhibit U

Newsweek's April 19, 2019 article about Mr. Mignogna

Exhibit V

Polygon.com's April 19, 2019 article about Mr. Mignogna

Exhibit W

Variety's April 19, 2019 article about Mr. Mignogna

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.
Scott Barretto

SWORN TO and SUBSCRIBED BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this

JY; t-h day of June, 2019, to certify which witness my signature below.

PERRY I& MILLER

Mr Nollry ID I St10ll84
Elll*lloamblrl>, 2020

AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT BARRETTO
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EXHIBIT D

vie mignogna

ct

(

@vicmignogna

Follow )

This is heartb11eaking. Over the 1:ast few days, a number of comments and allegatf.ons have been vo'oed on social
media. l 1d like to' share my ~houghts.
Homophobic? NO~ Some of my dearest Mends are members of the tGBTQ community; including several that I
bmugh~ into my p:roducticm fam i~y on Star Trek Continues. This is a blatantly false stat ement. I satd many years ago
that I didn't think a particular character ~ voiced was gay, contrary to what some fans beiieved, mot because it matters
to me AT All, but: because I was told this was the case. I also elected not to autograph Yaoi, 111ot because I am
homophobic but because I didn''t wish to sign material that was not canon .
1

1

Anti-Semitic?? I couldn l even grasp Whem, this was ooming from until someone pointed me to a moment years ago
whe11e I was in a pane!, and r eferred to a btmolh of noise ieoming from another room j okingly as
holocaust." As I
11
said then, it was a metaphor for armageddon, death1and mass des~ruciion , but not THE Holocaust.~ Could I have
cho sen a different word? Sure, in retrospect I could have. And, of ooursej I am sorry that ~t offended any,one.
1

1

1

Ma

v

~ sl ncer~ly

apologize ~o any convention staff member who ever felt I was anything less than kind and grateful! to be

included in the·ir event. Unknown to most staffers, oontractual arrangements. made in advanoe· w ith cons were·

oocasio11allly not honored when I arriv ed and that made me frustrated. That does not ex.ouse malking anyone feel badly
and I am deeply sorry.

1

1

I would also like to sincerely apologi2e to anyone who ever felt my 'nteraction with them (a hug or a kiss. on the cheek
or forehead) was. crossing a line. Nevie r in a million years woulld it be my intent to make anyone fee~ uncomfortable ..
rnea""ctC
- 'row
-,-r-titu
S1...:;,p
-·po"*
-= fr-n....ma.,
--- - n a-ffecU
- -.;:;;tely
C .VI') re
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- · ·~. 11OClme
___ ong
__ · ,QA"'
_s-shr
__ ea.iii_
__ ·11 _r..,su
R,..0 th
I

- c

-

dispfays are commonplaoe. But I 1.mderstand that not everyone· feefs the same· way. Henoe, I will not be interacting in
tlle :same way with fans in the future. Understand this is.the climate we liVle In an di this Is how it has to be. To my fans
who ask me for hugs., etc., I'm sorry, but please know that I am no less grateful to or supportive of you!
1

1

Finally, any allegations of sexua1Iharassment, se.xual assault, or most disturbingly. pedophilia are COMPLETELY ANO
UTTERLY FAlSE. My heart weeps for anyone who endures a
1

v~olation ofth~s

kind, so to be .aiccus·ed o·f harming

other-s in this way.... 1have no words.
1

Sincer-e ly,
...:vie Migncigna

10:45 PM - 20 Jan 2019

3,213 Re weets 15,407 Likes

Q

2.2K

'tl..

3.2

Q

15K

TlheBlackSqu1rrel #S veODAAT @Sorokaste · J n 20

v

Reply ing o @v·cmi nogn
Anyone else rem,e mhe r when Vic defended the

g.ay community against .a cou pie

of conservative Christians at an ani me convention?

Homophobe? I think not. .. This man i'S .a rainbow "oated in sunsh ine.
An1me VA Vic M11gnogna TeHs 0 ff
1

uchr~st1an"

Prote . ..

Voice actor and devoted christian Vic Mignogna tells off·
1
11
' christian
protesters at Triad An1
ime Con in Wins.ton
Sa lem North Carolina

youtu

0

22

'[

230

V

.com

2.2 K

Pete Bickmore @P teBlckrnore1 ·Jan 21
I like how his video gets ignored by peop le· making these clai rris. l fs pretty
damn dear that this guy stands up passionately for his fans.

0

3

'tl.

27

v

v

37

M11ke Lenihan @M ikan_P chi Jan 26
v
Because SJWs destroy .all they t,ouch. They· ailready invade·d film, c,omics, and
gaming. Anim1e is the one thing1they· can t touch be ing from japan (who laugh at
them) so they are attacking the voice aictors and fans .
1

0
!

2

t.l.

1

v

67

1 more reply

dee @al lmidee ·Jan 21

v

Replying to @vicmignogna

u might not read this (and I'm sorry for the format of it) but I rea lly just wanted
to get my own words into this because I have such st ron·g fee li ngs about it. we
love you Vic <3
I have been such a big fan of yours for about 10
years now and when I heard abo ut these
accusations I knew it jus wasn't true. I found

you when i was 14 and going hrough my first
yea r o·f high school. I didn't know who I was or
anything like that Than I found anime and u and
it al l really molded me into the person I've

become. I always came home from school nd

watched videos of u at cons and just lbeing a
really bright, cheery and positive person and I've
always said to myself .. I want to be just like him

one day' 1• I fina lly met u, my idol, two years ago
at nycc and I SOBBED telli ng you how much I
have admir·ed you. And you took the initiative to

hu:g me and wliispe just really kind wo ds to me,
as u actually couldn 1t bell eve that I have followed
you for that long. You've made a real ly big
~mpact

on me.

When I heard these accusations, I was confused
but no·t angry. I appreciate, as a society1 that we
are trying t.a keep a more watchful eye on
celebrities. And be able to ca ll peop le out on
wrongdoings and I think ti'lat's great1 But
sometimes we ake things too far or we read too
into it And that's firm ly what I believe has
happened here. You are a good person Vic 1
through and through. And u desenve the best
things tn life. And although these people are
tryi 1119 to llu t you we sh ouId alw.ays try to fo rgive
and move on ecause somefmes oeoole i st

F

II

f

don-t understand who w re. But 111 V"er forge.
You will alw ys hav peopl who support you.

0

v

], 51

2

650

Samantha (Miyu) @J PopRockfan88 · Jan 31
v
Couldn t have said it better myse lf. The peopl e a1cc1using him of som ething as
1

1

1

1

1

ha rmless as a hug, disgusts me. Vic is a sw·e,etj kind and ca ring person, and
shouldn t be tr,eated like this. I hope th is ends soon and he can be hims,elf again.
1

0

C?

). 2

2

140

Samantha1(M1yu), @J PopRockfan88 · Jan 31
v
I meant accusing hit11 of someth ing worse because of a hug, or a smooch on the,
cheek/fore he.ad. He's just showing his ·gratitude and love for his fans .
1

0

C?

4

97

v
Roberto Quetzal(o,a·tl 5. @ReturnOflheNefi · Feb 6
He also ia being a nornnal traditional Italian. Italian commun ity shou ld se riouslly

reach out ,and expl.ain t,o back up one of their own.

0

CJ

3

71

S mantha1(M1yu) @J PopRockfan88 · Feb 6
I am indeed part Italian. Everytime· listen to ltalian Boyi (whet her ifs the,
1

1

11

oria inal or ret11ixed)

1

v

1

can t helo but bv reminded of 1 1v dad 's mom. That's whe re

-

the, tal11an co mes from . But, heck, if I was Italian or not. I wou ld still suppo rt Vic !
He's so sweet and kind!

0 1

v

42

R.o,berto QuetzalCoa,tl S @ReturnOfTheNefi · Feb 6

v

Amen to that si'ster.

0

v

18

Talluiun1@TaluunBG ·Jan 21

v

Replying to @vicmignogna
This is me, staring in disbe li,e f that people ar,e actually bel ieving Vic s nonsensica l
1

statement

0

t_i.

179

v

9

411

Sakura @sweetserenity37 ·Jan 21

v

I believe your comment is nonsensical

0

t.1.

2

Pluvio

v

2

@zhaitae · Feb

297

4

v

Agreed, no conc rete evidence= n,o t guilty

Q1

). 1

v

36

1 more reply
~1·

l"' --

@DemonnPrincess ·Jan 21

Replying to @vicmignogna
I'm an actual sexual assault surv·vor. It's upsetting to see you blamed for giving
hugs ... I am n·o t 100% comfortable with touching yet & even still, I would look
fo rward to getting a hug fro t11 you one day (that sounded cr,eepy, sorry). Biut

v

0

9

1-1.

42

V

1.1K

Sheldino @6tails6 ·Jan 21

v

I would li ke to say I'm g lad you ' re a su rvivor and going strong . Ke,ep being
strong.

0

t.1.

1

v

174

Josh McGhee @Josh_McGhee · Jan 21

v

Replying to @vicmignogna
#IStandWi hVic

Th re is
·he ch e

an
an
0

ih

eep

a o_e i !

e 1

...,,

n

0

'

v

4

847

Pamcakes o @Juvi_7 · Feb 6
., .,
.,
·
·
;.
;,
;. · don t late the haters win #IStandWithVic

v

1

0

tl.

v

2

41

Jus,t another nobody @E llenthenobody ·Jan 20

Replying to @vicmignogna

Also nobody can he mad that you didn't sign their porn. Like ... that's a little
wei rd. Not ,even a l'itt le that's WEIRD. f someone is not comfortab le doing that
that needs to be RESPECTED.

0

CJ

4
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I

337

v

Just another nobody (Q)l: llenthenobody ·Jan

v

~ -1

Peop le ne,ed to remember that ce lebrities are also human beings with human
emotions. They have, bounda ries too! You can not force a person to sign your
expl'ict material. And then to ca ll them homophobic for it is so beyond ridicu lous.

Q1

]. 6

v

192

ig: bbr,an1dddi/raiisinbran @AhegoAhegao · Jan 21

v

, Its the world we live in.

v

0

18

Ashley Chrysler @angchrysler8 ·Jan 21

v

Replying to @vicmignogna
1

First off! lo those of y·ou that choose to brin9 porn fanart, as l m guessing1thafs
what he S tal k'i'ng about in refe rence to yaoi, dude that's just bad class right the r,e.
Regardless of the kind of porn it is, whether ifs fan art, canon, or not ya just
11

don•t bring it.
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FireShot Capture 002 - Dragon Ball voice actor responds to sexual harassment, homophobia cla_ - www.polygon.com
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Dragon Ball Super: Broly voice
actor responds to sexual
harassment, homophobia claims

31 11

Though lots of allegations began to surface recently, some go as far
back as 2010
By PPJrann Ra rh 1lovir. I @PPt _ rnna I .fan 25, 2019, 6:3Rpm F.ST

f
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SHARE

Vic Mign ogna attends the pr emiere of Dragon Ball Super Braly in Decem ber 2018.

I Rich

Fury/Getty

Images for Funimation

Anime-dub voice actor Vic Mignogna, best known for his work on F1.11/111etal Alchemist, is
facing serious claims of sexual harassment and homophobia. He released a statement earlier

Most Read

this week on Twitter, res ponding to accusations of 1nisconduct thnt stnrted to surface on

social media after the premiere of D1·agon Ball Super: B1·oly, in which h e voices t he title

character.
In the statement, Mignogna refutes the h omophobia allegations outright, stating that some
of his dear liiends are "members of the LGBTQ community." While several fans alleged
online that he refused to sign yaoi fan a1t - often romantic images featuring two male
cl1aracters - h e suggested that he h e did not want to sign non-canon material in general.
He also disputes a serious claim about his supposed anti-Semitic behavior, arguing that a
joke he made about tl1e Holocaust was just a poor choice of words.

The directors of Avengers: Endgame

are adapting Magic: The Gathering for

Netflix

"Someone pointed me to a n1oment years ago where I was in a panel, and referred to a bunch
of noise coming from another room jokingly as 'a holocaust,"' he said. "As I said then, it was a
n1etaphor ... Could I have chosen a different word? Sure, in retrospect I could have. And, of
course, I am sorry that it offended anyone."

Finally, he apologized for making fans uncomfortable with physical contact, including
unsolicited hugs and kisses. This was among the most common type of allegation that
surfaced on Twitter earlier this month, when Braly hit theaters .

Here's what the crowds and lines were
like at Sta r Wars Land 's open ing day

"Never in a million years would it be my intent to make anyone feel uncomfmtable," he said.
"'R.:'lther, [hugging fans] was meant to show gratih1de or suppmt. I come from an
affectionately eA'Pressive frunily where such displays are commonplace. But I understand tliat
not eve1y one feels this way."
Mignogna said he ·will st op his physical interactions l·vith fans as a result . His full state111ent

can be found below.

chrome-extension://mcbpblocgmgfnpjjppndjkmgjaogfceg/fsCaptured.html#
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Ma11y co1w entio11goers' stories co11tinue to come out 011 social media, detailing ti mes when
the actor acted flirtatiously towards them (fondling, kissing, groping, etc.) with out their
consent, most while they were still underage. While these allegations are only just picki11g up
steam, many of them go as far back as 2010.
In addition to the sexual harassment claims, Mignogna's alleged homophobic behavior
remains a concern with anime fa ns. While he said that he refused to sign fa n a rt in general,
co1we11tiongoers argue that he would only deny signi ng pictures depicting characters in gay
relationships, even if the art was n't sexually explicit, while h e was happy signing other fan
mt . Organizers at conventions, meanwhile, sh ared stori es of unprofessional behavior, such as
overstaying his panel time and yelling at staffers.
As more stories sutfaced, the hashtag #KickVic started to circulate on Twitter. Leaked

scr eenshots reveal th at Mignogna took to the Discord for his private fan club, the Risembool
Rangers, last Saturday to encourage his fa ns to counter the accusations. TI1e hashtag
#IStanclWithVic rose in response.
When Polygon reached out to Funimation, which clistlibutes Dragon Ball Supe1•: Bm ly and
used to license Full metal Alchemist , the company declined to comment on th e allegations.
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'Far From Perfect': Fans Recount Unwanted Affection from
Voice Actor Vic Mignogna
posted on 2019-01-30 06:00 EST by Lynzee Loveridge

Every year, hundreds of thousands of anime fans flock to
conventions, whether it's their mid-sized local con or planning a
trek to Anime Expo. The reasons are just as varied as the
attendees: some will spend early morning hours assembling racks
and decoration for their artist alley booth, some will perfect their
make-up and glue for the cosplay masquerade, and others will
hop from fan panel to fan panel to learn about dubs lost to time or
obscure appearances of hamburgers in anime.

For many, conventions are a weekend of fandom and freedom. Parents can drop off a small group of
friends, assured that they'll get their coveted autographs and UFO catcher plushies. It's a place to
laugh loudly, be unabashedly nerdy, and interact with the creators and actors in what's assumed as a

Ad by Tribal F

safe environment. Adults and kids alike are there to check off their "must-sees" but while everyone is
running off to the next panel or cosplay meet-up, who is making sure the star-struck, awkward teens
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are engaging with guests appropriately and vice versa? Where is the line for appropriate guest and
attendee behavior and what should be done when it's crossed?
These questions came to the forefront of social media these last weeks as rumors about convention
guests and staff interactions with minors stopped being whispered and instead were shouted. A Twitter
thread posted on January 16 accused dub voice actor Vic Mignogna of homophobia, rude behavior,
and most concerning, making unwanted physical advances on female con-goers. The thread quickly
spread with over 4,000 retweets at the time of this writing and over 400 comments, many relaying their
own negative experiences, including unwanted and unsolicited physical affection from the Fullmetal

Alchemist voice actor. As with any claims involving a person with a moderate fan following, Mignogna's
supporters were quick to attempt to discredit individuals' claims or at the very least dispute the voice

actors intentions behind kissing or hugging attendees unannounced.
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J was approximately 14 years old when she attended New York Comic-Con in 2014 and met
Mignogna. She described the encounter as "really, really uncomfortable." She discussed how the voice
actor put his hand underneath her zip-up sweatshirt and on her waist for the initial photo. Then,
thinking that the photo-taking portion was done, she was surprised when he asked her to look toward
the camera again. That's when he put his face close to hers and then kissed her.
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J posing with Mignogna in 2014
Multiple individuals, many with friends present to corroborate, relayed their personal encounters with
Mignogna with an increasingly common series of events. A fan would be in Mignogna's autograph line
to get a piece of merchandise signed for a friend . Upon approaching Mignogna, they would make
typical small talk before he would ask the attendee if they wanted a photo. They would agree and
would unexpectedly find the voice actor kissing their cheek or pulling them in for a tight hug for the
photo op. Time and again, the individuals in the picture said that the physical affection happened
without their consent and made them uncomfortable. The behavior wasn't limited to one con, one
person, or even one year, and for all intents and purposes seemed like a common occurrence
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Taylor at Colossalcon in 2013
Taylor was 18 when she attended Colossalcon in Sandusky, Ohio in 2013. She was feeling ill when she
got up that morning but decided to still tag along with her friend to Mignogna's autograph line. She
wasn't an avid fan of Mignogna, but her friend was, so she went so her companion could get a second
item signed. When it came to be their turn, Taylor said that Mignogna told her she was "adorable." She
didn't think much of the statement and when he asked her if she wanted a photo she thought, "why
not?" He embraced her for a photograph and when the moment was over, Taylor said he hugged her
and then proceeded to kiss her face. Onlookers cheered. Taylor, who identifies as queer, reiterated that

ezo1c

she felt extremely nauseated and that the entire event feels "gross" when she thinks about it.
No one seemed to be asking, Mignogna included, whether the other party was a willing participant or
whether a celebrity should be making an intimate display toward an underage con-goer no matter the
intention behind it. The line continued to blur as more individuals came forward, including one person
who, at the age of 15, was given Mignogna's personal cellphone number after an encounter in his
autograph line.

Azure was 15 years old and presenting as female when he met Migogna at Anime Expo in 2006 in
Anaheim, California. He was in the autograph line with a friend, also 15 years old, who had prepared a
gift for Mignogna. Azure was dressed in cosplay, a cardboard version of Alphonse's armor from
Fullmetal Alchemist. The two approached Mignogna and Azure's friend joked that Azure's costume
was "sexy." Azure was surprised when Mignogna enthusiastically agreed. The group laughed it off and

left the line. Later that day, they got an exclusive visit from Mignogna in the hallway. He chatted with
the group, asked them how long they were visiting the con, and then mentioned his fanclub. After
making the group swear they wouldn't share it, Mignogna gave them his personal cell phone number.
Azure wrote it down in his Paris Hilton diary when he arrived home from Anaheim. A reverse phone
records search shows that the number Azure provided belonged to Mignogna until at least 2016.
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Azure's phone book
He and his friends would share several group phone calls with Mignogna. Azure said at the time that it
"felt validating and cool that he was giving us the time of day and attention." According to his account,
the friends and Mignogna mostly discussed voice acting and the teens would request him to repeat
lines. Similar to the first time Mignogna approached the friends, Azure said he often pushed for them to
;oin his fanclub to the point that Azure became uncomfortable. He also noticed that Mignogna never
brought up the group's parents or whether they had permission to be chatting privately with a 45-yearold man.

0:01

Mignogna is in no short supply of fans who believe in him. His fanclub, the Risembool Rangers, is
unique among the anime fandom both in its longevity and the lengths its members will go to show their
dedication to their favorite voice actor. Founded during the height of Fullmetal Alchemisfs popularity in
2005, the Yahoo! Group-turned-Discord channel maintains a full-fledged store run entirely by fanclub
volunteers and allegedly "at cost" with inventory, like CDs and signed autographs, provided in part by
Mignogna.

Approximately 43% of Risembool Rangers were underage in 2006. Fanclub photos retrieved by Anime
News Network show a common pattern by Mignogna of kissing and closely embracing fans for
photographs.

The store's responsibilities have been passed down from fanclub member to fanclub member and run
entirely on a volunteer basis. One former store manager described her schedule as working her normal
job from 3 a.m. to 7 a.m. and attending college courses for 11 hours while managing the fanclub store
for a few hours in between classes. She then would ship all the store's orders each Friday. The former
manager was reluctant to discuss the store's operations further, but another former Mignogna store
manager stated that orders were taken via Pay Pal and the money went directly to whomever was
managing the store at the time to cover their shipping costs.
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Active members in the fanclub would also volunteer as mods in the forums and busy chatroom,
organize con meet-ups for members, and occasionally get to have dinner with the man himself along
with other club members. These predominantly young, female members were not compensated for
their time running the shop, managing the fanclub's official activities, or moderating the forum and chat.
On at least one occasion, Mignogna asked panel audiences if any were members of his fanclub to
specifically recruit them to manage his autograph line, CD sales, and till at a convention. That's how
one 16-year-old Risembool Ranger ended up working during part of Animazement in 2008.

"With the help of my friends, we sold both his anime songs CD and his Christian CD. We also
managed the line and cut it off when it got too long. We counted his money and made sure it matched
the number of CDs sold even though we were not a part of the convention staff. Afterwards, we gave
him a gift we made which was a sketchbook full of fan art of various characters he voiced and some
candy and treats. He was super nice and appreciative during the whole thing. Then, he went around
and gave everyone hugs. Some people we knew, but weren't a part of the group, joined in and he
thanked them as well for just being fans of his. When he got to me, he gave me a hug as normal but
thanked me specifically in an oddly seductive voice and kissed my neck before moving onto other
people. Afterwards, I felt so shocked and oddly violated. Because it was such a small convention, I saw
him multiple times afterwards, including in an elevator I needed to use. I was so frightened, I took the
stairs. I avoided him the entire weekend. He recognized me even in different cosplay and tried to come
to me. I ran away every time."
The tried and true Risembool Rangers were on hand to come to Mignogna's aid when allegations of his
impropriety came to the surface. When the January 16 Twitter thread picked up steam, Mignogna
turned to his fanclub's Discord channel on January 19 to assuage fans before issuing his public
statement.

In response to a fan's concerns about who to believe, Mignogna writes:"/ am SO FAR from perfect.
I've made many mistakes and will make many more. And I'm sure you all would agree that you do too.
But all I can ask is that you decide for yourself by coming and meeting me in person, and form your
own opinion on facts, not rumors ... many people can have many reasons to make up garbage and
slander others."
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Mignogna responds to a second question by characterizing the allegations as "preposterous lies with
no substance" that could potentially damage his career.
Mignogna also assured his fans that the statements being made wouldn't be seriously considered by
others in the business. His claim of course, wasn't entirely baseless. Rumors about Mignogna's alleged
behavior toward con-goers and supposed outbursts at fellow voice actors and con staff have been
shared within insider circles for over a decade. While researching this article, I kept learning of more
conventions that supposedly "blacklisted" Mignogna from ever returning. Yet, any attempts to reach out
to long-time staff for each event were met with silence. If the rumors were true, no one with any kind of
power in the industry was willing to talk about it.

Anime News Network reached out to Mignogna to comment in hopes of gaining more specifics about
the allegations. He declined to comment and instead chose to stand by a statement he issued on
January 21 where he mentions the allegations from the January 16 Twitter thread in general.

This is heartbreaking. Over the last few days. a number of comments and allegations have been voiced on social
med ia. I'd like to share my thoughts .
Homophobic? NO! Some of my dearest friends are members of the LGBTQ commun ity, including several that I
brought into my production family on Star Trek Continues. This is a blatantly false statement. I said many years ago
that I didn't think a particular character I voiced was gay, contrary to what some fans believed, not because it matters
to me AT ALL, but because I was told this was the case. I also elected not to autograph Yaoi, not because I am
homophobic but because I didn't wish lo sign material that was not canon .
Anti-Sem itic?? I couldn't even grasp where this was coming from until someone pointed me lo a moment years ago
where I was in a panel , and referred to a bunch of noise coming from another room joking ly as •a holocaust." As I
said then, it was a metaphor for arrnageddon, death , and mass destnuction, but not "THE Holocaust.• Could I have
chose n a different word? Sure , in retrospect I could have. And , of course, I am sorry that ii offended anyone .
I sincerely apologiz.e lo any convention staff member who ever felt I was anything less than kind and grateful to be
included in their event. Unknown to most staffers, contractual a rrangements made in advance with cons were
occasionally not honored when I arrived and that made me fnustrated . That does not excuse making anyone feel badly
and I am deeply sorry.
I would also like to sincerely apologize to anyone who ever felt my interaction with them (a hug or a kiss on the cheek
or forehead) was crossing a line. Never in a million years would it be my intent to make anyone fee l uncomfortable.
Rather, it was meant to show gratrtude or support. I come from an affectionately expressive fam ily where such
displays a re commonplace . But I understand that not everyone feels the same way. Hence , I will not be interacting in
the same way with fans in the futu re. Understand this is the climate we live in and this is how it has to be . To my fans
who ask me for hugs, etc., I'm sorry, but please know that I am no less gratefu l to or supportive of you !
Finally, any a llegations of sexua l harassment, sexual assault, o r most disturbing ly, pedophilia are COMPLETELY AND
UTIERLY FALSE. My heart weeps for anyone who endu res a violation of this ki nd, so lo be accused of harming
others in this way... .I have no words.
Sincerely,
- Vic Mignogna

In the statement, Mignogna compares the kissing seen in the above photos to the same kind he shares
with family members and says he will no longer engage in such behavior with con-goers. He then
apologizes to his fans that he will no longer be able to hug or kiss them if requested. He also denies
any allegations of sexual harassment, sexual assault, pedophilia, homophobia, and/or antisemitism.
Regardless of these specific points of contention, discussion of yaoi and yuri was banned outright from
the Risembool Rangers chatroom and forums. The Yahoo! Group's page states: "NO posting adult
content! This too is self explanatory [sic]. Vic is a Christian and does not approve of yaoi, yuri, hentai,
https://www.animenewsnetwork.com/interest/2019-01-30/far-from-perfect-fans-recount-unwanted-affection-from-voice-actor-vic-mignogna/.142212
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etc ... if you were a fan of Vic, you would know that. We're not
saying you must clean up your life because of that, just that it has
no place here. End of discussion!"
A Jewish fan of Mignogna's work on Persona 3 left his autograph
line feeling judged in 2010. The 19-year-old lined up with a replica
of Junpei's hat for Mignogna to sign and also grabbed a copy of
his fan music CD. When their turn came, Mignogna allegedly
asked them why they chose the fan music CD but not any of his
Christian music CDs. The fan apologized and stated they were
Jewish. According to them, Mignogna stared at them up and
down and responded by saying, "Well, we can change that."

"I couldn't believe that he would say something like that to me," they said. "I wasn't trying to be rude by
telling him my religion, I was just trying to answer his question. I ended up just grabbing the CD and the
hat without his signature and apologized to him and just bolted out of the signing line."
One week after issuing his statement, another alleged victim came forward, a fellow talent and TV
show contestant.
On January 28, prominent cosplayer Jessie Pridemore publicly recounted her own experience with
Mignogna at Anime Next in 2011 where the voice actor allegedly grabbed her arm to keep her from
leaving his side during a convention. Pridemore wrote that fans approached after he allegedly held her
arm and they made small talk about a series he had appeared in. During this conversation, Pridemore
claims Mignogna slid his hand up her back and through her hair before grabbing and tugging it. In her
account, Pridmore wrote that he then insinuated that the reason she enjoyed the series was because
of another voice actors performance in it, a man Pridemore claims raped her and bragged about it to
others in the industry.
When a friend approached to help Pridemore, she wrote that she did not respond because she was
stunned. She claimed Mignogna pulled on her hair again "with the implication that ifthe other voice
actor had 'had' me, he could too." She said she then left the group in tears.

Prior to Pridemore's post, little of the allegations against Mignogna made their way outside of social
media and it's unknown what, if any, ramifications they might have beyond the viral tweet expiration
date. He appeared at the premiere of Funimation's Dragon Ball Super: Braly film where he voiced the
titular Braly. Individuals have tagged Funimation while using the hashtag #KickVic on Twitter to relay
stories to the company, but any discussion about the actor himself hasn't stopped ticket 12urchases in
the U.S. His convention booking calendar on the Risembool Rangers' website shows two to three
convention appearances per month year round.
Despite the longevity of Mignogna's reputation and numerous first-hand accounts of unwanted physical
contact between the voice actor and attendees, any kind of repercussions were left to internal memos
and insider discussions. Conversations that the attendees manning their Artist Alley booths, cosplayers
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practicing their skits, and gaggles of teenage fans waiting in line for a Vic Mignogna autograph would
never overhear.

Additional reporting by Bamboo Dong

All the stories included in this article were corroborated by multiple sources with the exception of the
Persona 3 fan.
Images were provided by the respective sources, shared via the Risembool Rangers fan club, or from
Vic Mignogna's professional website.
Anime News Network reached out to multiple convention staff and industry staff members, former and
current, and voice acting talent but did not receive responses by press time.
If you're a victim of sexual assault and need help, please call RAINN at 800.656.HOPE (4673) to be
connected with a trained staff member from a sexual assault service provider in your area. Your call
will be confidential. You can also visit the RAINN website for other resources and an online chat.

Update: This article is updated for better clarity and to further protect the identities of the
individuals in the photos. A previous version of this article published on January 30 included a photo
of a minor being kissed on the cheek by Vic Mignogna. The photo and two other photos showing
similar behavior were used in the article to illustrate the commonality of such posing by Mignogna with
female fans, some underage. Anime News Network at no time claimed those photos were examples of
non-consent by the subjects. Due to third party mischaracterization of the photos and a request relayed
from one individual in the photo, Anime News Network removed the fan club photographs on February
4.
discuss this in the forum (ill.12osts)
bookmark/share with: "!#
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Vic Mignogna No Longer a Member of RWBY Cast
posted-on 2019-02-04 20:1 2 EST

by Lynz ee Loveridge

Multiple convention appearances cancelled, Mignogna issued an apology at Bak-Anime
Production company Rooster Teeth reached out to Anime News Network on Monday to issue a statement
regarding voice actor Vic Mignogna's role in the animated series RWBY.
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Effective today, Vic Mignogna is no longer a part of the cast of RWBYand Roaster Teeth is ending all
associations with Mignogna. This will not affect the creative content of RWBY.
Mignogna voiced the reoccuring character Qrow Branwen in the series. Rooster Teeth did not announce who will
replace Mignogna in future episodes.
Rooster Teeth's statement comes in the wake of al.!.egQliQ.n§ leveled aga inst voice actor Vic Mignogna last month.
56-year-old Mignogna was accused by a number of con attendees of kissing and embracing them without
consent over the cou rse of his career with some allegations dating back to 2008.
Fellow voice actors have publicly issued anecdotes of their personal experiences with Mignogna or support for

those speaking out via social media. Monica Rial posted an image an her lnstagram page with the text "I Believe
and Support Survivors" on January 31. Similarly, Alex Moore and Aaron Roberts also shared a supportive
messages.
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Alex Moore is a Mary Sue
@plus3toogres
I believe survivors. It's 2019. There is nothing to gain from
coming forward except peace. Sometimes, not even justice.

Q 67 12:32 PM- Feb 2, 2019 Dallas, TX

8

Do not miss Final Fantasy VII -A
Symphonic Reunion Jun 3, 10 00

0 35 people are talking about this

Aaron Roberts@AnimeNorth

'I

@Aaron Roberts Yes

Women who speak out about sexual assault and harassment,

music

It is time to reunite! To reunite the FINAL
FANTASY VII fans in a special, unique,
and exclusive event, ta reunite the best
music and most memorable video
sequences of the epic adventu re , and to

reunite all the spin -offs with the main
legendary episode ...

and are reliving tho se moments by doing so, are BRAVE.
Bottom line. We have to do better. Believe women .

Q 113 6:20 PM - Jan 30, 2019

e

0 48 people are talking about this
Neil Kaplan lillilrl!l! his own story of an encounter with Mignogna on Monday. In the story, he recoun ts how
Mignogna "mounted" him without warning at MegaCon 2008 in Orlando. Kaplan shared a video of the incident.

The List • 6 Strange Anlme
Cuisines : The 2nd Dish
Jun 1. 2003 arnme

Food Wars is wrapping up soon, so it's
time to revisit some of the strangest
cuisines in anime history!

Kaplan wrote: "Why is it embarrassing? Well, the dude presses his junk into the back of my neck. I felt violated
and upon further review I rea lize that instead of a handshake, the dude mounted me. He didn't know me... and
he MOUNTED ME I//" I tried to play it off and make a joke. But it was vile and rude. But, he was popular, so what
was I gonna do other than let it go and move on.

Hatsu•Haru GNs 6-7
May 31 14 57 manga

As this shojo romance enters its second
arc, ii continues to be satisfyingly funny,
heartwarming, and serious. Rebecca
Silverman has the details.
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Stephanie Sheh shared Anime News Network's article on Twitter and later ~R with a Tweet about
negative reactions she received for sharing it, even without a personal comment attached. Voice actor D. C .

Win Backstage Tickets to Anime
Midwest· Chicago's July Anime
Convention

Dou glas posted a longer thread detailing the considerations and difficulties he had prior to sharing the article. He

May 31 06·36 events

expressed he was initially concerned about how engaging in the issue might affect his ability to continue working

As a specia l treat for ANN Readers ,
An ime Midwest is giving away weekend
passes to 20 lucky winners, and 1

in the industry and how that can have a silencing effect. Ca itlin Glass sha red Biblical scripture , John 1 :8-10,
which talks about confessing sin and receiving God's forgiveness.

pl atinum pass to one lucky winner!
Other voice actors' th ou ghts are shared below.
~

WATCH BOX

Alejandro Saab

Iii

I>

@KaggyFllms

Yo so I just looked up what's been going on with the whole
#KickVic situation because I'm just curious as to what's
happened since I left for Japan. And I just gotta say... WHAT
THE FUCK IS HAPPENING?! This has turned into something
bigger...
0125 3:26AM-Feb1,2019

0

0

20 people are talking about this

Tara Jayne Sands 0

1 •·

<ill

@TaraSandsLA

I know it's hard when our heroes disappoint us . Your positive
experience with them is still valid and real , but we need to be
open to listening to victims and not discredit them based on our
own emo tions.
0 327 4:57 PM. Jan 25, 2019 Burbank, CA

Q

o

135 people are lalklng about this

Danielle McRae

0

@DanlelleMcVO

I believe you •
034 8:30AM-Jan31,2019

0

g See Danielle McRae's olher Tweets

J Michael Tatum
@JMlchaelTatum

As a victim of sexual assault, I've learned that predators thrive
on the status quo. I want ta help create a wo rld where speaking
out ignites solidarity, not silence - support, not suspicion. I
believe the victims. I stand with the survivors. You have a voice.
We hear you.

(J 8,428 9:43 PM · Feb 4, 2019

0

This Week in Games - Death by
Sleep
May 30, 14 57 games

It's time for more Pokemon , Hideo Kojima

art and Resident Evil, and Heidi's got the

O 2,306 people are talking about this

goods!

Brandon Mcinnis
@BranMci

•

This. Right. Here. The best we can do is continue to educate
ourselves, and we can't do t hat without listening.
Justin Briner 0 @justinbriner

I believe survivors wholeheartedly and strive to continue educating
myself through the voices of those I trust. I encourage you to do the
same and , most imponantly, listen.
0 811

12:02 AM ·Feb 5, 2019

0

Q 109 people are talking about this

Brina Palencia

May 30, 14 00 anime

The Furuba remake continues its
nostalgic trip down memory lane on a
river of tears. Micchy and Andy discuss

0

@Brina Palencia

the themes explored in this bittersweet
character drama so far.

To all of my POC and LGBTQ fa ns and friends: You are loved .
You matter.
01,153 12:41 PM-Jan30,2019

This Week in Anime - Break Out
the Big Box of Tissues for Fruits
Basket

O

Q 272 people are talking about this

8

P1rat-eCaqua~

I Commissions Open @Canvas

Feb 4, 2019 -

Replymg to @ShadowCoon and 3 others

I'm not blaming them fully. I'm not saying they should go to jail and
rot with Vic for not tell ing us sooner. I'm saying they don't deserve
brownle points for coming out now. Cau se that's all this Is. It's to
make them look good In the eye or the public. That's all this Is.
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Moni c a rt1a1

@Rial Isms

Nope, not true. We've been screaming for years. Unfortunately,
we're just voice actors so nobody listens. The only difference
now is that I'm not fearful of damaging my career for speaking
out. I don't need or want brownie points.
\? 80 8:19 PM - Feb 4, 20t9
0

0 ia people are talking about this

0

Monica Rial
@Rial isms

Replying lo @yongsteve1 @NeKap

As I've said before, I have spoken up. Several limes . I was
silenced. Not anymore.
\? 50 8:06 PM - Feb 4, 2019

g

0

See Monica Rial's other Tweets

8

I Commi ssions Ope n @Canvas.

P1rarecaqoa~

Feb 4, 2019 ,,

Replying to @R 1ahsms @NeKap

I'm sorry Monica, but if this was problem has been going on for
many years why didn't you

s~y

anything about II tll now? Why didn't

you take him to lhe side and be like "hey buddy, may you should
stop that?" That's what I would've done If that was my friend or coworker.

Monica Rial
@Rlallsms

0

I did Twice. Nothing changed.
\? 25 8:01 PM - Feb 4, 2019

g

0

See Monica Rlal's other Tweets

e

CY98 #IStandWithVic Endgame 4x @RWBYJ...

Feb 4, 2019 "'#

Replying to @R1ahsms

Did you even watch his video? He said that he only hugged and
kissed because they asked him to. Intentions matter, and Vic's
intentions were not malicious. It's easy to hate someone, but it's
hard to accept that someone you think is bad Is actually a great
person

Monica Rial

0

@Rial isms

C.

Or that someone you think is a good person is actually bad.
As inappropria te as kissing and hugging fans without consent
may be, that's just the beginning.

\? 24 7:50 PM - Feb 4, 2019

g

0

See Monica Rial's other Tweets

The Artful Snacker @SaretteNoah Feb 4. 2019
Replying to @Riahsms @NeKap

Okay so it's 15+ years of what?
Vic put up a statement that rebutted "this behavior" and said that he
will change his behavior (as he should) to protect himself for online
fans misunderstanding. Unb l someth ing really bad comes out I just
don't care and nether should you

Monica Rial

0

@Rial Isms
lt"s been brought to his attention numerous times. In fact, I
confronted him about it on two different occasions over a decade
ago. I got crocodi le tears and he was back at it within weeks.

\? 109 7:44 PM- Feb 4, 2019

C.
0

Q 33 people are talking about this

Monica Rial

0

@Rial Isms

-

Replying to @NeKap
This behavior has been going on for 15+ years. We're not going
to allow it anymore.

\?696 11 :04AM-Feb4,2019

O

0

178 people are talking about this

Jen Brown

0

@The_JenBrown

I full y support RT & others in their decision to #KickVic. As a

-

relative newcomer with no real power in the convention world , I
had heard the stories recently but was not in a place to say

anything. It made me sick to my stomach & I'm glad to see that
action is being taken.

\? 1,825 11:18 PM- Feb 4, 2019 ·Austin, TX

0

Q 448 people are talking about this

Dawn M. Benn ett 0
l@OawnMBennettVA
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I believe survivors.
You may not know their faces, but their voices matter.
Listen.

Let not emotions and rose-colored glasses cloud judgment.
Know that there is a side to every story.

That every story deserves to be heard.
Even if the truth is not what you want to hear.
01,199 12:40AM-Feb5,2019

8

Q 268 people are talking about this

Josh Grelle

0

@JoshGrelle

Survivors. I've seen your tears, withheld and without , for awhile

now. Those of you who are in a place to say something are often
forced to be victims again; reliving your pain as it's put out there
for the worl d to see, and sadly few ever care or stop to think how

that must feel
01,370 12:16AM-Feb5,2019

8

Q 225 people are talk ing about this

Josh Grelle

0

@JoshGrelle Feb 5, 2019

Survivors. I've seen your tears, withheld and without, for awhile
now. Those of you who are in a place to say something are often
forced to be victims again: reliving your pain as it's put out there for
the world to see, and sadly few ever care or stop to think how that
must feel

Josh Grelle

0

@JoshGrelle
I want to he lp, and I'm sorry that I and so many have failed to
step up and say something when abuse is happening right in
front of us; or, even worse, failing to see it for what it actually is.

I believe you.
I support you , and I will be

a better ally

0 865 12:16 AM - Feb 5, 2019

Q

8

155 people are talking about this

© 0 0 0 0 O GlO <>l $
@TeeOotally

While some have taken it upon themselves to scrutinize things
any/every way to fit a narrative that works for them, others are

dealing w/some REAL stuff offline .
If something doesn't make sense to you- an outsider- it doesn 't
matter.

They owe you nothing.
0 364 11 :32 PM - Feb 4, 2019

8

O 60 people are talking about this

Daman Mills
@DamanMllls

Many voices have been echoing a pressing issue, and this
needs a strong united front. I be lieve survivors. It takes a

tremendous level of courage to speak openly about sexual
assault and trauma. Please support victims, don't dismiss their

stories. There's truth lo be heard. •
01,189 12:24AM-Feb5,2019

O

8

252 people are talking about this

Amalee $
@Leeandlle

So many have put it into more eloquent words, but thank you to
those who have spoken out and mad e your voices heard. You
are so incredibly brave and know that you are not alone. We

hear you and stand with you. So much love • •
(J 1,453 1:06AM- Feb 5, 2019

8

Q 170 people are talking about this

Amber Lee Connors

0

@AmberLeeconnors
I believe victims and I stand in solidarity with survivors. I hear
you. I see you and you're not alone. Every Vo ice Matters. T he
gaslighting in these situations is real and I don't wish that on
anyone.
01,481

1:04AM - Feb5,2019

8

Q 263 people are talking about this
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Christopher Wehkamp
@ChrisWehkamp

I grew up as an alta r boy in the Catho lic Church.
Though I was lucky to not be victimized mysel f, I know some
wh o were. I parted ways with the church at 18 for these and
other rea sons.
I'm only one voice in an echo chamber of noise. But surivio rs of
sexual abuse must be heard.
Q 997 1:12 AM- Feb 5, 2019

Q 180 people are talking about this
Since the allegations came to the surface, all but five of Mignogna's 18 convention appearances scheduled for

2019

are~-

Mignogna was at the Bak-Anime convention in Bakersfield, California last wee kend where

he delivered a tearful apology to the attendees.

Mi gnogna is well known for voicing popular anime characters like Edward Elric in Fu/Jmetal Alchemist, Tamaki in

Ouran High School Host Club, Zero in Vampire Knight, and Fay D. Fl ourite in Tsubasa : RESERVoir CHRoNiCLE.
He recently starred as Braly in the Dragon Ball Super.· BroJy film currently in U.S. theaters.
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Vic Mignogna Replaced in Morose Mononokean English Dub Cast (Update)
P""'d "" 201~2.(15 1~ ·~·I L~I t~ t<~rl·n Rcs~.lcr

Ian Sinclair now plays role of eiiecut1ve
FUNimation En!erlainrnen\'s blog now lists Ian Sinclair in the role of
"executive" for its English dub of The Morose Mononokaan II. The role
was previously .b!i!Jj by Vic Mignogna. Funimation conrmned with ANN
that Sinclair took over the role in last Saturday's episode. but did not
offer any further comnienl.
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Mignogna has boeri ~ by a numbor of con attondoos of kissing and ombracing th om wilhoul consent ovor
tho courso of his c.iroor with so mo allogations da1ing back to 2008. Thoso allegations have sproad on socl<il
modia ovor tho past few weeks_ Follow voice actors have pt1blicly issued ;inocdotos or thoir person;il
experiences with Mignogna or st1pport for \ho so spo11kln9 out via social media
Roos tor Too1h has also m~ Mignogna in tho cost or RWBY. Many of Mignognn's convention appearances

havo boon cancolod.

Mignogna~

an apology ot BaX-Anime

Funirnat1on began fillllilllli!Jg its English dub or The Morose Mononokoan II on Junuary 5, simullanoou5ly wilh
tho English·subtiUod stream on Crunch)'rOll
Thenl<s to golchmen for the news tip.

Jc'" l moo 'm=c
II is lime to reuni1e1 To rounito the FINAL
FANTASY VII fans in a special, unlqt111,
and exclusive ovent, to reunite the best
music and most memorable video
sequences of the epic adventure, end to
rounlle all tho spin-ofts with the main
legendary episode ..

Source: f.J.JlJiillifil
Update: Funimation confirmed the casl change

C~CIC

Do not miss Flnal Fantasy VII - A
symphonic Reunion -
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The List • 6 Strange Anlme
Cuisines: The 2nd Dish
Food Wars Is wrapping up soon, soil's
time to revisit somo or the strangest
cuisines in anlme hls!oryl
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Hatsu*Haru GNs 6-7
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As this sho]o romance enters i1s second
arc. ii continues 1o be satisfyingly funny,
heartwarming, and serious. Rebecca
Silverman has tho details.
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Rooster Teeth cuts ties with anime
voice actor Vic Mignogna amid
harassment reports

72 11

Mignogna taken off RTIVBY as allegations mount
By Allegra Frank I @LegsFrank

f

-

I

Feb 5, 2019, i2:28prn EST

('.}SHARE

Dimitrios Kambouris/Getty Images for The Webby Awards

Roost er Teeth has ended its professional relationship i..vith Vic Mignogna, whose voice work

on anime like Full meta l Alchemist and the recent Dr·agon Ball Super·: BT'oly h as won him
widespread popularity. The production compa ny ann oun ced that it h as rem oved Mignogna

Most Read

from the cast of Rl-VBY, Rooster Teeth's popular, anime-style web show, as sexual
harassment claims against the actor continue to grow.
"Effective today, Vic Mignogna is no longer a pait of the cast of RWBY and Rooster Teeth is
ending all associations v.oth Mignogna," Rooster Teeth shared in a blog post. "This will not
affect the creative content of RVVBY. "
A prolific ani me industiy veteran, Mignogna rose to fan1e with roles like Edward Ehic in
Fllllmetal Alchemist. He was a inain cast nl.ember on RWBYfor four seasons, the latest of

which '''trapped on Jan. 26. Neither Rooster Teet11 nor Mignogna have commented further on
if mounting misconduct allegations on social media prompted this, but it's Mignogna's

The direc tor s of Aveng ers: Endgam e
are adapt ing Mag ic: The Gat heri ng for
Netflix

highest-profile firing since fans began making public allegations of m isconduct last m onth.
As Polygon previously repotted, the premiere of Drago1t Ball Super: Braly coincided with

anime fan s sharing stories about purported inappropriate interactions \vi.th the voice actor at
conventions over the years. These include uncomf01table, non-consensual t ouches ''Vith fans
in photos, as well as prejudiced comments about gay content, namely fan art. Outlets 1ike
An ime News Nenvork have also shared stories fro111 many con-goers in a lengthy, detailed
report on Mignogna's alleged behavior.
The actor provided his own long response in mid-January to many of the clairns made

Here 's what the c rowd s and lines were
li ke at Star Wa rs La nd 's o p en ing day

against him.
"Any allegations of se..xual harassment, sexual assault, or most dishirbingly, pedophilia are

COMPLETELY AND UITERLY FALSE,'" he tweeted.
But sin ce then, Mignogna has gone silent on social media - and canceled major
appearances. Seattle's Emerald City Comic Con and Kansas City's Planet Comicon tweeted
last week that the voice actor will no longer attend his scheduled uanels in March.
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W TO PAY OFF YOUR
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The Best Refinance Opportunity Of This Decade
It's hard to believe the Flex Modification Program
(FMP) actually exists when you hear th at millions of
Ameri ca ns cou ld reduce their monthly paym ents by as much
as 20%.

READ MORE

Ther e are 72 comme nts.
Oldnaud
Good riddance .
Posted on Feb 5, 2019 I 1:45 PM

lnd igoAK
Serious q u estion: If I've only ever watched FMA and Brotherhood in Japanese with subtitles, can I
c:nn t inu P I n do <:;n'?
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vie mi,g nogna

0

@vicmignogna

(

Follow )

It has come to my attention that there
have been threats

ma1de t,oward o,thers

by fans in support of me. LET ME BE
PERFE,CTLY CLEAR that I would NEVER
condone anything approaching this
whatsoever, and I call upon anyone
doing it to STOP TH IS IMMEDIATELY.
3:23 PM - 8 Feb 2019

v

2,, 0 18 Retweets 13,067 Likes

0
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vie m1ignogna Cf @vicmignogna · Feb 8
There, is way too much hate in the world today. Please spread love and

v

understanding instead. Hate met wi th hate never ·eve r solv1es o r improves
1

anything. Be kind to one .a nother always.
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llsabell Brack @isabel_brack · Feb 8

v

Replyin g to @vicmignogn

All these allegations and accusations have l·eft me a tTI·ess ·o f confusion with
doubts and conc,erns, but this is true. Whichever side ,of the fence you fall on
shouldn't mean that we re,sort to vi·ol·ence. AlI sides ·exist because we all have
diffe,ring opini,ons. Respect them .
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NewVorkTimb s @Hot_Toe_Picker ·Feb 8
v
Preach. 1m in ful I support of his mes:sage. My main ,goal after first hearing of this
is digging up as much info as possib le. I want people, to decide for themselves
what they think of Vk's character(,aside from my current favorab le, bias toward
1

I

him). I want the truth to prev,ail
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1 1 ore reply

John Charles Pack @JohnPack87 ·Feb B

v

Reply ing to @vicmignogna
As a fa n I wou ld neve r support

threats t o others th is is getting beyond out of

control I ,only be lieve in facts and ~ always be lieve in kind ness with others
1
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John Charles Pack @JohnPack87 ·Feb 8

v

And i stand with you
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Sliferr stacker29 @sliferslacker29 · Feb 8

v

Replying to @vicmignogna
#IStandWithVic
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1 more reply

music addict @A4R6S ·Fe b 8

v

Replying to @vicmignogna @FreelancerAmber
II

-

I

II

II

All the allegat io ns seem talse, all they·re trying to do 1s ruin you r reputation
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v
ChickenMedia @xChickenMedia · Feb 8
if t hey all were true are you really gonna ruin ,a mans caree r for giving hugs and
stuff to fans I bet if any of them had complained at the t ime he would of

apologized
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Amber Portela @FreelancerAmber ·Feb 8

v

I m1et the guy in t he 2017 RTX. And real ly is a nice guy. He didn -t do anythi ng that
would've made me feel uncomfortable.
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v
ChickentM edia @xChickenMedia · Feb 8
li ke if the accusations where t hat he, was actua lly g roping peop le etc and even
had a shred of proof yet crucify hi m but im most ly se eing people upset for stuff
li ke this
1
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v
ChickenMediia @xChickenMedia · Feb 8
The problem is ini ocent or ,gui lty this man1s care,er ha1s be,en ruined if this was an
actual issue they would have fi led a police, report
Q1

v

11

u
Ryan F. @CecilScribe · Feb 9

v

Liars prefer the court of pub lic opini,on over the court of law bec,aus e the r,eis no
burden of proof or presumption of innocence. They just want bl,ood and it's the
easiest pl,ace t o get it.
1

Bet the deat h th reats are fa ke too. Vic shou Id get ,a lawyer and sta rt suing for
defamatlon.
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music .addict @A4R6S · Feb 9
Truth!
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1 mor reply

Adleroo @Adleroo · Feb 8
Replying to @vicmignog
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Kyle Deely @Dee lyKyl e - Feb 8
Replying to @vicmignogna
This whole controversy.....

All I want to do is ...

v
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Kai @Whi ewolf196 ·Feb 8
I think m ost of us want to, it wa,s such a loving fan base before all this. Why do
1

SJWs ruin everything they touch :(
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Darrvarius @Sh dowlion1151 · Feb 9
v
Because ifs the natu r,e of that ideology, they ve, done it for years, but hey are
actual ly turning on themse lves
1
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Kyle Deely @DeelyKyle ·Feb 9
N,ow ifs all just becoming the Ghostbusters 2016, reboot controversy, all over
aga in but worse. When will it end?!?!?! #Ch n e
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Kai @Whitewolf 196 · Feb 9

v

sodal justice is starting to be distorted to everyone's
different beliefs of it. M,o st of the r.adical ones have the lo udest voice and ar,e no
longer preach for love justice, just their · ustk,e.
This my deduction anyway.
It doe,sn't, unfo rtunate,ly
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Kyle Deely @DeelyKyle · Feb 9

I just real ly hope 'S·on1ebody is actual ly working a case around this.
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K: i @Whitewolf 196 · Feb 9

v

I don ' want anymor,e of this. I want us t,o striv,e forwa1rd together hand in hand to
create a better future.
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Kyle Deely @Dee lyKyl e · Feb 9

v

You a nd me both, my friend.
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@TheKiwiOta ku - Feb 8

Replying to @v·cmignogna

Death th reats is something I fi nd tota lly unacceptable, and unfortunate ly so me
fans will go that far whic h doesn t make it any bett,e r for you, it o nly just adds
fue l to the fi re to the cu rrent situation. If you a re true Vic fans and you love and
care for him don•t ma ke th reats[
1

v
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Rosario +Vampire Dub VA Jamie Marchi Alleges Mignogna Grabbed, Pulled Her
Hair
posted on 2019-02-09 17:15 EST

by Lynzee Loveridge

In allegations that closely resembl e those levied by cosplayer Jessie
Pridemore, voice actress Jamie Marchi publicly accused fellow voice
actor Vic Mignogna of running his fingers through her hair, seizing her

hair at the base of her scalp, and pulling her towards him followed by
whispering a sexual comment in her ear.

Marchi lll!filfili. the allegations on Twitter on Friday. The Rosario + Vampire and Panty ancl Stocking voice actress'
account was shared via a series of images transcribed below.
Severa l years ago, I was in the lobby at my job when I was approached by a co-worker. This guy
gave me the creeps already (he gave almost all women al my job the creeps). but I always felt like I
had to be nice to him anyway because of how revered he was in the industry. As we sa id hello, he
stood to the side of me and started runn ing his fingers through my hair. Now, I do work in an
affectionate Industry; we hug a lot, and on occasion, will give kiss on the cheek. But even for an
affectionate environment, this felt off. I didn't say anything to him abou t it, though. II was just his
fingers in my hair; I didn't think it was a big deal. At that point. he splayed his fingers, put his hand at
the base of my skull , and made a first. When he did this, he grabbed my hair close to the root ,
effectively preventing me from moving my head at all. He then 1erked his fist , yanking my head
backwards and towards him , and whispered something in my ear. I don"! remember what he said
specifically, but I do remember it being sexual in nature. This was not normal. This was not just a hug
or a kiss on the cheek. I did not like it. I have no memory of getting out of his grasp, but I assume ,
"What the fuck are you doing?" was part of the technique.
Afterwards. I completely and utterly dismissed this experience. I dismissed the way I had been
touched . I dismissed having this man grab me. I dismissed having my head ;erked back. I dismissed
the inappropriate comment. I dismissed the entire encounter.
I never reported this event lo the company. II actually didn't even occur to me that I should have .
Although, if ii had occurred to me, I can"t say I would have reported him. This guy was worshiped by
his fans. He was worshiped by the studios because of his fans. He was the most popular voice actor
on the convention circuit. Everyone treated him with kid gloves because he was the one and only Vic
Mignogna . Who was I? A nobody in comparison. I didn"t matter, and I knew it. Risking being
blacklisted from my work and conven tions simply wouldn"t have been worth it.
As I look back on this moment and discuss it with my fami ly and friends , I can see that his actions
qualify as simple assault. Would he have gone to jail had I pressed charges? I'm not sure. Why would
people believe me over a man who holds bible studies in hotel lobbies? Ano even if they did , would
th ey care about the truth if that meant tarn ishing the reputation of their favorite voice actor?
In the last week or so , I've heard accounts of him doing this exa ct thing to half a dozen other women
that I personally know. I am friends with these women, and we never told each other abou t our
experiences. Some dismissed it, like me. Others felt too ashamed or scared to say anything. I
struggle with the guilt I feel for having been so dismissive of his actions. Had I been able to speak up
then, maybe less women would have had to experience what happened when they were unable to
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get out of Vic's grasp.
I'm speaking up now because I didn't even thi nk about this event until I realized other women had
experienced the same thing. I thought it was just me. And at first, I didn't want to say anything
because my experience was not nearly as bad as what other people have suffered at the hands of
this man. I wanted their stories to be heard fi rst beca use they were the important ones. But, in this
moment, I want the others w ho I know are out there to hear this: it wasn't just you. It's okay if you
didn't say anything, to him or anyone else. You are not responsible for what happened. You do not
have to be dismissive, ashamed, or afra id. Also, I hope if anyone ever goes through a similar
experience , they wi ll know from the start tha t their body is not up for debate. Their body is not

Hats u•Haru GNs 6-7

property of the most popular person in the room. T heir body is not responsible for a company, or a

May 31, 14 57 m<inga

show, or an artform. Their body is most definitely not responsible for the reputation and livelihood of a
predator.
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Marchi's allegations fo llow Pridemore and other convention attendees made public last month. Voice actor Neil
Kaplan shared a video and his account of Mignogna allegedly climbing on to his shoulders unannounced
February 3 and Dragon Ball Z voice actress Monica Rial claimed she also experienced an inappropriate
encounter with Mignogna.
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In the last week RWBYproduction company Rooster Teeth~ with
Mignogna and he was .a:m.ill..Q.e.Q. in Funimation's The Morose
Mononokean II simulcast dub. All but three of Mignogna's 18 conve ntion
appearances scheduled for 2019 are cancelled.
Mignogna issued an alll!Logy_ at the Bak-Anime convention in
Bakersfield, California last weekend. He had denied allegations by con
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Mignogna is well known for voicing popular anime characlers like Edward Elric in Fullmetal Alchemist, Tamaki in
Ouran High School Host Club, Zero in Vampire Knight. and Fay D. Flourile in Tsubasa: RESERVoir CHRoNiCLE
He recently starred as Braly in the Dragon Ball Super: Broly fi lm currently in U.S. theaters.
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Funimation
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@FUNimation
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Everyone, we wanted to give you an
update on the Vic Mignogna situation.
Following an investigation, Fun·mation
re cast Vic Mignogna in Moros e
M ,o nonokean Season 2. Funim1ation will
1

1

not be engaging Mignogna in future
productions.
2:29 PM - 11 Feb 2019
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Funimation fl @FUN imatio n · Feb 11
v
Pa rt of ou r core mission is to ce lebrate the diversity of the an ime community and
to share our love fo r t his genre and its positive impact on al l. We do not any kind
of harass ment or threatening behavior being di rected at anyone.
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Fun1matio,n
@FUNima ion · Feb 11
v
Edit: We do not condone any kind ,of haras,sment or th r,eatening behavior being
dire,cted a . anyone.
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CleverF0XSOL @C leverFOXSOL · F b 11
1

v

Replying to@ UNin1ation @Ria lisms

If Vic was fired then Monica shou ld he as we,11. Since both are a cause of
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides shou Id be, recasted . Th is way it's fa ir. Untill
investigation is done. Se,riously
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Monica Rial
@Ria lisms · Feb 11
There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence'. Companies

oon

c.u1 11es w1u11ou1. u1os,e u11111gs . now,e v,e rl ln cn 1nrorme:i 1on 1:; c. 1C:\1ss 1r1 ea . 1 am

one of dozens of men and wom,en who par id pated. Stop h,arassing me.
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@W1llamWebb · Feb 11
If you knew he ·was Ii ke this, you cov ered it up ... you re·just as bad
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Monica Ri,al Ct @Ria lisms · F b 11
Thanks for the tweet ! I've screenshot it and sent it to my attorney and law
enfo rcement. I wil I not be harassed. Have· a nice ni ght !
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@nigh blur Feb 1

v

Monica{ you can't sue a person over a tweet. Plus, I thought you would tel l you r
side of the st ory? Where is it exactly? Because no evidence had bee n found of Vic
being guilty of any accusations, and you being in a Q and A with hi m a few
weeks back doesn t help your case, either.
1
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'7 1 Ir 7 "7- ([ @n ightblur - Feb 11
If you had suc h a problem w'ith him why spea k up against him now? Why

associate w ith him or work w ith him? Honestly this is reeks of damage control.
Until I see evidence that Vic is guilty, 1'm st anding with him. # ISTANDW ITHVIC.
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Roy Sunaryo Jr~ @RaihanH98 ·Feb 11

v

Also those photos of her and Vic as buddi,es. Really wondering why she till buddy
buddy with him if she :says she s a victim of him
1
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7-1 t- 7~ 7 - ( @n ig htblur · Feb 11

v

Obvious ly to get clout. Ifs also funny that she got a job at Rooster Teeth right
after Vic got fi red. Just suspicious.
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Heathe1r @ra1 nb0wbr1te · Feb 11

v

Replying to @FUN imation

Y al l need to calm down. They owe you absolutely no othe r explanation. Internal
investigations aren•t publidy shared 90% of the time the re is nothing weird about
this. His victims have already been bu llied/harassed on line so not shocking they
aren t adding fuel to the fire
1
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Heathe1r @ra1 nb0wbr1te · Feb 11

v

Their privacy isn 't yours to encroach on to try and t,e ar down . This isn•t a trial so
either trust in the ir intearitv as a c,o moar v doinc1 du,e diliaence o r bovcott them .

-

Don t demand nitty gritty detail:s you 're not er tiHed to knowing unless victi ms
1

..

1

want you to know.
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Jloker M,ai·n
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@An_Speaker · Feb 11

v

I mean it kinda is when an amazing ·guy-s career is on the ine ...
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Cassandra of' Troy @babylonbetty · Feb 11
Vic has be en a,ccused of this typ·e ·of behavior for YEARS. It's been w,ell
document,ed in the con1munity. He's not an amazi1 19 guy.
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Paull @xtroguyver · Feb 11
indee·d it seems the brolly movie was just the final straw as it were as everyone
had se,em·ed to fin.a lly had enoug1h of him. Shame as he wa1s a ski lled VA but

v

shitty be havour has to be dealt with
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wee snaw @austonenation

Feb 11
v
skilledl VA dude did one voice·. You cou ld te ll he was in something the m1oment
his ·cha racte·r spoke, it was never a question that it was nimi.
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Art Blot:c: @Manics_Panics · Feb 11

v

Ski lled doesnt mean having a fl.exible voice all the tim·e sis. It dont matter how
many voices you can do unless you can se lI the ·character. : A I
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Nuttacon @Nuttacon · Feb 11
Johnny Yong Bosch is a good exampl·e.. dude sounds exactly the s.ame in
everything, lot but he s sti ll AMAZING and I love everything he s in
1
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Ruff'iianx @Ruffianx · Feb 11

v

Replying to @FUNimation
Love you guys, but this shou Id of been done quietly. You've, dism issed VAs before
and have not tweeted about it. Unprofessional in my opinion.
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Liam AHen-Miller @RSSLiam · Feb 11
I think public acknowledgement is somewhat necessa ry when you re a large
g1roup being asked about this constantly. Vi,c earned this.
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Earned it what way?
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Liam AHen-Miller @RSSLiam · Feb 11
I

v

mean, lots of unwanted phys'ica l contact d irected at fans of his over the past

decade su re ly counts for something? Like, these aren t new allegations, these
11

t hings

go back like· a decade. I remiember hearing this 'Stuff when I was still a1

t eenager.
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Liam AHen -Mill er @RSSLiam · eb 11
11

v
11

If you want, you can Goog e vic mignona kiss and see tons ·o f pictures and

and we know fro m tTiany people that it wasn 't
:some,t hing that was eve r as ked for.
v ideos of him kissing fan:s,

1

Making ,amends is somet hing he, can do, but l m g,o ing to wait for hi m
before I

0

24

to do so

back up.
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Al ith Anar @Kel lursa · Feb 12

v
1

A kiss here, a hug there - why d idn t they ever push him off and say no? Behavior
goes unchecked and beci0m1es the ni0rm if people don·t stand against it. Those
just now cl aiming things hav e no right to if they LET it happ,en.
1
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Liam AHen .. Miller

@RSSLiam · Feb 12
v
I was once kissed by ,a guy on the lips .at a convention. Good friends i0f mine were
1

t here .and saw it and there were plenty of people around. I didnt want to make a

sc,ene because the person who did it was mutually known.
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AHen -Miller @RSSLiam · eb 12
The notion that I can•t be upset about it because I didnt immediately know what
to do is fucked. I did n•t want it and I no longer feel comfortabl·e about that
person at all.
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XOdi.a @XOdiaObliterate · Feb 11

v

Replying to @IFUNimation
11

Everyone defend ing Funimation he r,e keeps parroting the fo llowing an
11

investigation bit over and over but without a ny evidence of this ha pp,e ning,
that's just PR talk. l m a ll for Vic gett ing done in if the re s actual evidence, but so
far, ifs been basel,ess slander (1/3).
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Funimation removes voice actor
Vic Mignogna from anime, while
harassment allegations keep
.
growing

70 11

Mignogna was previously removedfrom Rooster Teeth's RVVBY
By Petrana Radu10\ic I @Pet_rana I Updated Feb 11, 2019, 5:32pm EST
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Funimation has ren10ved voice actor Vic Mignogna from

I1~e

Mor·ose Mononokean

2)

the

second season of the supernatural comedy anime. In addition, the distributor told Polygon
that it has ended its relationship with the voice actor, whose popular work also includes

Most Read

F11llmetalAlchemist and Dragon Ball S11per: Bl"oly.
"Follm<Ving an investigation, Funilnation recast Vic Mignogna in M01·ose Mononokean

Season 2 . Funimation ' '\Till not be engaging Mignogna in future productions," Funimation
told Polygon in a statement.
Fans of the show noticed that Funimation removed Mignogna from the role of "The
Executive" over the weekend, replacing him \Vith Ian Sinclair. Anime News Net\vork first
repmted the news then as well.
Mignogna worked closely with Funimation throughout his career, starting with the role of

The directors of Avengers: Endgame
are adapt ing Magic: The Gathering for
Netflix

Dragon Ball's Braly in 2003. This comes after Rooster Teeth replaced Mignogna from RWBY
on Feb. 5 follmving seA-ual harassment and homophobia allegations, as well as anime fans'
claims of his unprofessional behavior at convent ions. Rooster Teeth published a blog post to

announce that it had ended its relationship with the actor.
As Polygon previously reported, while these claims go as far back as

20 10,

they started to

gain momentum ar ound the mid-Janua1y release of Dragoll Ball Super: Braly, in which
Mignogna voices the titular character. Anime News Network published accounts from several
con-goers about Mignogna's behavior shortly after.

Here 's what the crow d s and lines were
like at Star Wars Land 's open ing day

Now Mignogna's fellow voice actors and industry professionals are m aking similar claims on
social media 1 with a handful of notable figures sharing their own stories about Mignogna.
Voice actor Monica Rial (Case Closed, FullmetalAlchemist) tweeted about her
uncomfmtable experience with hiin, prompting other voice actors such as Miles Luna

(RWBY) , Cristina Vee (Mirarnlous: Tales of Ladybllg and Cat Nair) , and Christopher Sabat
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(Dragon Ball Super) to offer their condolences and suppo1t.

Monica Rial

Yo u can't wear Sta r Wars costumes in
Galaxy's Edge - not even the ones on
sale

0

@Rial isms

Dropping in to say this: stop harassing my friends and
colleagues. You want the truth? IT HAPPENED TO ME! I had
hoped it wouldn' t come to this but here we are. I don 't owe you
anything but if it'll stop it from happening to someone else. then
so be it.

CJ 9.070

8

5:28 PM - Feb 6. 2019

Q 2,600 people are talking about this

Voice actor J an1ie Marchi (Fnrits Basket, Panty and Stocking with Garterbelt) also shared

A t our of Disneyland's Star Wars:
Galaxy's Edge in 30 photos

her own stmy about an encounter with Mignogna that she had previously stayed silent about.

Elon Musk got Cuphead working on a
Tesla

§POWERED BY CONCERT

"If it had occurred to ine, I can't say that I would have repo1ted [the incident]," Marchi
tweeted. "This guy was worshipped by his fans. He was worshipped by the studios because of
his fans. He was the most popular voice actor on the convention circuit," she wrote.
"I struggle with the guilt I feel for being so dis111issive of his actions," she continued. "Had I
been able to speak up then 1 maybe less won1en \vould have had to eAlJerience what happened
when tl1ey were unable to get out of Vic's grasp. "
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Jamie Marchi @DoCa llMeShirtey

0

@marchimark

I stand with the victims. My experience is minor in comparison to
many others; however, having real ized this wasn't an isolated
incident, I felt compelled to share.

CJ 4,995
Q

6:50 PM - Feb 8, 2019

1,944 people are talking about this

As more professionals started to come forward with stories about Mignogna's behaviour,
passionate Mignogna fans sta1ted to rally in suppmt of the voice actor. Using the hashtag
#IStandWithVi c (to oppose the #KickVic hashtag circulating), Mignogna's most fervent fans
came after those who spoke out about him. Voice actor and YouTube creator SungWon Cho
(ProZD), who had previously tweeted about Mignogna's allegations, found a swarm of fans
commenting the h ash tag # 1Stand,1VithVic on his m ost recent video and attempting to
'"dislike-bomb"" it .
..If your fan-base goes around harassing people who make even a single negative tweet about
you, that's a real bad look, ii Cho tweeted.
Although Mignogna responded to and refuted harassment claims after they first gained
traction in late January on T\v:itter, he has stayed offTvvitter since then. But over the
weekend, and in response to the heated reactions of his fans , Mignogna broke his Twitter
_c;:ilPnrP tn 111·up t l1Pn1 tn c;:t()n
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"I would NEVER condone anything approaching this whatsoever," Mignogna wrote. "And I
call upon anyone doing it to STOP THIS IMMEDIATELY."

vie mignogna

0

@vianignogna

It has come to my attention that there have been threats made
toward others by fans in support of me. LET ME BE
PERFECTLY CLEAR that I would NEVER condone anything
approaching this whatsoever. and I call upon anyone doing it to
STOP THIS IMM EDIATELY.

CJ 13.1K
0

8

6'23PM-Feb8, 2019

2,939 people are talking about this

Following this tweet, Mignogna called for love and understanding.
Upda te: Funhuation con:finued that it had tenuinated Mignogna's involvement in The

M01·ose Mononokean 2 as well as future projects. We've updated the story above to include
1

its statement.
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vie mi,g nogna

ti

(

@vicmig nogna

Follow )

My desire has always been to show appreciation , warmth and acceptance to fans of my work.
Being part of this community has, given bottl my work an:d my life so much meaning. ~f anyone
has been rmade uncomfortab1,e by me, it's not for me to contradict them. Ifs impossib1e for me to
discem another's personal boundaries. I iregret anythingr ~have said or done ,out of ignorrance
that has put anyone,outside of the~r comfort zone.
1

1

I love my WO·rk dearly, as well a.s the chairacb!rs, 1\..-e had the privileg1e to1portray. But most
satisfying of all has been the opportunity to share· that love of this art form with fans alll around
the world. I would never have met any of you without it MeeUng each of you has so enriched
my Ute, and ~Jm humbled to have received over a thousand encouraging messages, m the last
1

few weeks.

To my collleagues- 1have oons1dered you good friends tor so 1
many years. We've shared
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v

counuess wonasnu1expenenoes1og0mer, ana 1never meanr 10 ao anycnmg ro orrena or nun
you. Unti1
l lhese llast 'few weeks, I had 1110 idea that any animosity even existed. l 1ve never had
anytlling but respec for you, and I so deeply regret any words or actions that made any one of
1

you 'feel otherwise.
In many respects] life is about oourse correction and: growth. So many fans have w~itten me
0V er ~he years. abo ut very personal issues & strug,gles, and II have always dlone my best to
encourag1e and support them. The truth is that I am just as susoeptibl:e to struggles and
diffiiculUes as .anyone. I have identirfiied areas h1 which I need growltht and am taking this time to
recommit to God and seek1ing the hel:p of a counseJor. I am com1miUed to putting every effort into
improving. not only for myself~ but for everyone I iinlera.ot wilh. Eaoh of you deserves nothing
1

1

1

1

l·ess.
FinaHy:, pl ease be kind to one another. The very last thing I want is for ANYONE to be hatefully
targeted ... especially not on 1
my behatf.
1

Most sinceu·elyt
-Vic Mi,gnogna

8:16 PM - 13 eb 2019

4, 641 Retwee s 20 '9 90 Likes
1
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Wee Scottish Lass @MoscoMoon
1

·Feb 14

v

Replying o @vicmignog

taking it down You can1e t o Scotland .and you we re bubb ly ,a nd upbeat
and happy. You wal ked out into the audi enc,e with t he mic to allow th,e peo ple t o
I'm no t

1

ask questions yourse lf. When I waited in Iine you hugged me close (yes without
asking me, but did it bother me? No.)

0

5
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21

v

537

Wee Scottish lass @MoscoMoon ·Feb 14

v

I loved m1eeting you and I loved that you took the time to ask me my name and
write it on my autog raph[
1

1

I don t know the fu ll story, I don t know what's be,en going on, al l I know is what I
1

can see on twitter and on twitte r you re coming ac ross as the more mature
person.
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484

v
Wee Scottish Las,s @MoscoMoon ·Feb 14
The people making ,allegaf ons toward you are coming aicross as crue l_puerile
and even in som1e tweets downright ,evi l. There is and isn 't a way to '90 about
ra1i,si11g these things with the public ,and this has ail been handled, at the othe r
side_ incredib ly poorly.
1

0

2

t.1

9
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v
Wee Scotti'sh Las,s @MoscoMoon ·Feb 14
In a way that makes victims ,com,e across as igloatin,g playe rs trying to win ,a
igame. I don't know what happene·d. W at I 1can say confidently is tha1t you 're
coming out of this looking like the bigg,er pe rson so thank you for tre,ating us li ke
adults in your twe,ets and not ch ildren.
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"' Mar10 Kaiba .. ' @OhMarioWV · Feb 14
I could not have said any of this be,t te myself, even if I tried . You aict ed
1

v

1

su pportive of Vic without violence. Kudos.
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v
Wee Scottish lass @MoscoMoon ·Feb 14
Thanks Mario!. I tried to show a level of professiona lism that I'd have expected

those involved in show{ I know

rm not pe,rfect eithe r but ·we should always strive

to be.
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• Ma1rio Kaiba '' @OhMarioWV · Feb 14
I live my life on my own pe rsona l quote, Petfection is an Illusion Nobody's
perfect, nothing is perfect. That's why I don •t strive for it. However, you have
done a good job. Way mo r,e profess ional ism than Jami,e on the matte r.
1
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2 more replies

Ricky @NobleAtlasBB · Feb 13
Replying to @vicmignogna
1

Su re ge,ts the no9gin joggin
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Simone @UltraDBZfan ·Feb 13
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n @Bombasticlan · Feb 13
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Alexande1r l awliet @Drifted_Spice · Feb 13
So th e m ,e me has begun
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llan @Bombasticlan · Feb 13
1

v

there have been memes lol
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v
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Da1nielTuang @tuangpu1 · Feb 13
I KNEW TH IS WOULD MBE MEMED

01

v
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~ a 1n @Bombastidan · Feb

13

v

AND I DIDN T EVEN MAKE IT LOL
1

I
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Dan ielTuang @tuangpu1 · Feb 13

v

lol
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Mario Kaiba1 '"' @OhMarioWV ·Feb 13

v

Replying to @vicmignogna
Vic, I consider mys,e lf neutral when it comies to the th ing with Monica and Jamie'.
Howev,e rr you acted the most adu lt out of ev,eryone invo lved. And I think you
real ly cou ld use this ti' me off, you ,earned it. I hope things start to look up.
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Wee Scotti's h l ,a s,s @MoscoMoon · Feb 14

v

I've be en looking for a comment in this whole mess that sums up my feel ings
and I J·ust found it. Wel l said Mario. well said1 ·,, . . . ·
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Mario Kaiba " ' @OhMarioWV · Feb 14
1

1

Thank you . l ve on ly· tried to be imipartial and fair about the who le debacle.

Personally, I think amie needs to be fi red for he r tweets on the matter. Ve ry

v

unprofessiona I for a big named voice act ress.
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Wee Scottish l,ass @MoscoMoon · Feb 14

v

1

I comipletely agree @ UNimation they .ar,e disgusting. The be low tweet is actually

making rne want to canc,el my Funnimation subscription.
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Danny Ca1rdona @danielcardona09 · Feb 14

v

I cancel,ed my sub and cancel,ed all physical media purchases. You must mak1e it
known that the behavior of some actors is inexcusab le. I'm pissed at
@marchimark for not on ly send ing threats like candy, but her changinrg scripts
fo r politica l reasons. Enough is enough.
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' Mario Kaiba1 ' @OhMarioWV · Feb 14
v
I consider myself apo litical and I believe that entertainment shou ldn t have a
po litical agenda. I even called out Jamie ove r this in my WordP ress post about
this debacle.
1

01

v

34

Wee S1co,t tish Lass @MoscoMoon · Feb 14

v

Can you link me to the Wor,dP ress please? I'd love to read it on my brea k l m
genuinely thin king of doing a vlog about it on my youtube channel too.
1

1

0

2
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Mario Kaiba '"' @OhMarioWV · Feb 14
v
I actually have it pinned on my Twitte r for peop le who actual ly want to che,ck out
my page. Just check my profile if you want to read it. But please read tne whole
thing? I am just as brutal with Vic in the beginning as I am with Jam'ie and
Monica late r on.
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Dub Voice Actor Vic Mignogna Issues Statement: 'Taking Time to Recommit to
God, Seeking Help'
posted on 2019-02-14 13.45 EST by Lynzee Loveridge

Voice actor Vic Mignogna issued a new statement on February 13 in the midst of new allegations by fe llow voice
actors Jamie Marchi and Monica Rial and FUNimation Entertainment severing its relationship with him.

In the statement, Mignogna apologizes for anything he has "said or done out of ignorance" and states he was
unaware of any an im osity that existed between himself and his colleagues and apologizes for any words or
i3clions that made thorn fool disrespected. Fina lly, Mignogn3 states that he is taking this time to "recommit to God

and seeking help from counselor" to improve.

My desire has always been lo show appreciation, warmth and acceptance to fans of my work.
Being part of thls comn·t.mity has given both my work and my life so much meaning. If anyone

has been made uncomfortable by me, it's not for me to contradict them. It's im1X>5Sible for me to
discern another's personal boundar1es. I regret anything I have said or done out of Ignorance
thal has put anyone ou1side of their comfort zone.

I love my wori< dearty, as v.oell as the ch<1racters I've had the privilege to portray. But most
satisfying o1 all has been the opportunity to share tllat love of this art fonn with fans all around
the worici. I would never have met any of you without il Meeting each of you has so enriched
my life, and I'm hurOOled to have received over a thousand enoouraglng messages In the last
few weeks.
To my colleaguef.- I have o:insi\'.ler(td vw goc:id friend$ ror $:t many )'$art. W$'vt1 $1"1j!'$(1
countless wonderful experiences together, and I never meant 10 do anything to offend or hun
you. Until these last few weeks, I had no Idea that any animosity even existed. 1"1e never had
anything bul respect for you, and I so deepty regret any 'NOrds or actions that made any one or
you feel otherwise.

Adbylribillfu~on·reporl

In many respects, life Is &bout course eorrectiOn and growth. So many fanfi have written me
over the years about very personal ls.sues & struggles, and I haY"e always done my besl to
enoourage and support them. The truth Is lhat I am just as susceptible to slruggles and
difflcultl$$ a$ anyone. I have identlfied area$ In which I need growth, ;;1nd am taking this time to
recommit to God and seeking the help of a counselor. I am committed to putting every effort Into
improvfng nol onty for myself, but for everyone I Interact wiih, Each of you deserves nothing

less.
Finally, please be kind 10 one anoll'ler. Tne very last lhlng I want IS ror ANYONE to t>e hatefully

targeted. especially not on my behalf.

Do not miss Final Fantasy VII -A
Symphonic Reunion -

Most sincerely,

...Vic Mignogna

Jun 3, 10 00

Mignogna has

been~

by a number of con attendees of kissing and embracing them without consent aver

the course of his career with some allegations dating back to 2008. These allegations have spread on social
media over the past few weeks. Fellow voice actors have publicly issued anecdotes of their personal
experiences with Mignogna or support for those speaking out via social media.
Most recently, a former theate r student and fellow parishioner at Mlgnogna"s church In Virginia

illJlig~

that after

music

It is time to reunite! To reunite the FINAL
FANTASY VII fans in a special, unique,
and exclusive event, ta reunite the best
music and most memorable video
sequences of the epic adventure , and to
reunite all the spin -offs with the main
legendary episode ...

working together an the high school play in 1989, Mignogna invited the then 16 year aid girl ta his home,
removed his shirt, and began putting his tongue in her ear despite her protests of needing to go home.
Eventually, she states he stopped and she left his home. According to her account, she met Mignogna when he
was 26 and brought an ta help direct the play at Li berty Christian Academy in Lynchburg, Virginia.

mwm

The connected Christian college newspaper from 1989
that Mignogna participated in the college's
theater program. Mignogna's ~also states that Mignogna was in Lynchburg creating videos for FamilyNet
in 1989, a Christian broadcasting station awned by televangelist Jerry Falwell. Falwell was also the founder of
Liberty Ch ristian Academy.
Rooster Teeth has rnP-laced Mignogna in the cast of RWBY, and Funimation confirmed its recast for The Morose
Mononokean fl last week. Many of Mignogna's convention appearances have been canceled.

The List • 6 Strange Anlme
Cuisines : The 2nd Dish
Jun 1. 2003 arnme

Food Wars is wrapping up soon, so it's
time to revisit some of the strangest
cuisines in anime history!

Mignogna ~

an earlier apology at Bak-An ime.
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arc, ii continues to be satisfyingly funny,
heartwarming, and serious. Rebecca
Silverman has the details.
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Last summer, voice actor Vic Mignogna went into a booth with a few others to
record audio for a video game. At one point, Mignogna asked the client, who
was overseeing the session, if she was okay with his performance. When she
didn 't answer right away, he followed up with: "You know the old Latin-or is
it Greek? There's an axiom that says: Silence gives consent. "
Stories about Mignogna have been circulating online for over a decade,
including through the Tumblr blog Dear Vic Meggnogna, but the latest round
of accusations started surfacing around mid-Tanuary of this year. io9 spoke
with more than 25 voice actors, cosplayers, industry professionals, convention
employees , and former fans about their experiences with Mignogna. Many of
them asked not to be named in fear of retaliation from Mignogna or his
fanbase. These, along with the testimonials circulating online, paint a picture
of a 56-year-old man who aggressively hugs, grabs, touches, kisses, and
propositions women-often without asking for their consent. It happens at
panels, in autograph lines, at private events, and behind closed doors. His
behavior has become so known in the anime and comic convention
communities that it 's more than an open secret.
" Have you heard of the missing stair analogy?" voice actor Jamie McGonnigal
said. " It 's basically what happens when many folks in an industry know about
a ce rtain nerson. and warn evervone about that nerson. kind of ouietlv ... It 's
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related to a missing stair in that, yeah , the stair is missing, but you tell the
people that you know to skip that stair because it's broken. The problem is,
people who don 't know about that stair are bound to trip [on it). That 's what
it's been like for upwards of 15 years. People just know about Vic."

An image from Funimation's Dragon Boll Super: Braly, which featured Vic Mignogna as Braly.
Image: Sony

Vic Mignogna's name might not ring a bell for most , but within the anime
community, he's a household name. He's appeared in hundreds of anime
shows, films , and video games since 1999, including playing the lead in 2004's
Fullmetal Alchemist. Recently, he was heard as Braly in Funimation's Dragon Ball
Super: Brolv, which made more than $30 million at the U.S. box office, an

impressive feat for an anime film. It's the latest movie in the Dragon Ball
series, one of the biggest anime franchises in the world. The series even had a
balloon at the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade last year.
Over the course of his career, Mignogna has amassed a strong, largely youthful
fanbase-including within his official fan club, the Risembool Rangers. He's
also a regular on the anime and comic convention circuit, attending on average
about 30 cons per year-though that doesn't look to be happening this year.
Accusations of improper conduct with his fans, first reported by Anime News
Network, led many comic and anime conventions to rescind their invitations to
Mignogna. Entertainment group Rooster Teeth shared that Mignogna will no
longer voice a character on its American anime, RWBY. Funimation, a top
media company for importing and dubbing Japanese anime, announced it's
" 110 lu11ger e11gagi11g" with the vuke actor , fulluwi11g
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io9 has viewed three of the reports that were submitted to the company.
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Voice actor Charlotte (not her real name) confirmed to io9 that she shared her
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story with Funimation for its investigation. She relayed to io9 her experience,
one which Mignogna denied in emailed responses to io9 's questions. Charlotte
said that at a con in the late 2000s, she was getting ready to go to dinner with
Mignogna and some other con guests and employees. Mignogna asked if they
could stop by his room first , because he wanted to show her a video, and she
agreed. Because both were in relationships-Mignogna with his now exfiancee Michele Specht and Charlotte with her then-boyfriend-she believed
the invitation was platonic.
As they watched the video , she says, Mignogna grabbed her by the arms and
kissed her aggressively, including putting his tongue inside her mouth. She
tried to pull away, only to have him pull her back in. She told io9 she felt
scared and frozen, "like a board. " Then, things escalated. Charlotte said
Mignogna backed her up to the bed and she fell down, then he got on top of
her. Soon after , a friend came to check on them, and she immediately got off of
the bed.
" I was saved by a door knock. I can't say what would 've happened [otherwise).
I don't know if I would 've kicked his ass , or he would've kept [going) and I
stayed frozen ," she said. " I keep waking up in the middle of the night with
that panic feeling. It's that panic , it's that feeling I have to do something to get
him away from me. "

- - - -at- - - - - "/remember he said, 'Op en the door, nobody hos to know,,,

Since the recent allegations have surfaced, Mignogna has released two
statements on Twitter. First on ranuary 21, saying he regrets if he m ade his
colleagues or fans feel uncomfortable. The second statement , released on
February 13, added that he 's taking time to " recommit to God and [seek) the
help of a counselor. " When reached by io9 for comment Mignogna said that he
has never forced himself on anyone, claiming that " any and all encounters I've
ever had have been 100-percent consensual. " He gave specific responses to the
accusations present in this article-denying some and providing his own
version of events on others.
Several people in the anime industry, speaking under the condition of
anonymity, shared with io9 their experiences with the voice actor. Rachel (not
her real name) recounted with io9 two experiences she says she had with
Mignogna. She said the first one, which Mignogna has denied, happened at a
convention in 2008. She said a relatively friendly weekend turned
uncomfortable when, outside their adjacent hotel room doors , Mignogna
grabbed her in a tight embrace and wouldn 't let go, even as she tried to pull
away. Like Charlotte , she knew he was in a relationship. She then went into
her room, which shared a door with his. That 's when the knocking started.
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" I heard a slow knocking on the door that was between our two rooms. I knew
it was him so I ignored it. And just after two minutes, the hotel room phone
rings. And I answered it, and it was Vic. I remember he said, 'Open the door,
nobody has to know, " " she said.
She said he continued to knock on the door, and the phone rang at least one
more time, until she stepped into the bathroom and turned on the showersitting on the bathroom floor for up to an hour, shaking.
The second situation happened at a separate convention a couple of years later.
Rachel said she had agreed to stop by his room briefly. She said he invited her
to sit down on the couch in the front room of the suite, and after a brief
conversation she claims he knelt in front of her and began rubbing the backs
of her thighs , and said: "Let me be sweet to you."
Rachel told io9 she then got up to leave-only for Mignogna to stand up ,
embrace her tightly, and press his face against hers. She tried to get out of his
embrace but says he wouldn 't loosen his hold. She kept giving him reasons
why he should stop, like reminding him he had a girlfriend, but he kept
repeating the same line- "Let me be sweet to you " -over and over , at least
five or six times, she said. Rachel says she eventually got out of his embrace
and left the hotel room, and later told the con's guest services manager about
the incident (the manager confirmed to io9 that they had been told).
Mignogna acknowledged this event happened, including that he rubbed the
backs of Rachel 's thighs , but said the encounter was consensual. He also said
that, to his recollection, they had shared a bottle of wine , were "probably" in
her room , and had kissed before she pulled away and asked that they stop,
which he says he immediately agreed to and left her room. Rachel responded
by denying they ever kissed and that she doesn 't recall drinking wine with
him. Both she and the guest services manager separately stated she had been
in Mignogna 's room.
Rachel says she did not report the incident to hotel management or to the
police because she feared Mignogna would attempt to negatively impact her
career. "He 's very well known in the industry-very, very powerful in our
industry," she said.
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According to the guest services manager and Rachel , in apparent retaliation
after his sexual advances were rebuffed , Mignogna requested that Rachel be
moved to another room for their previously scheduled joint autograph signing
chrome-extension://mcbpblocgmgfnpjjppndjkmgjaogfceg/fsCaptured.html
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session (Mignogna denied doing this). Rachel said she spent the two-hour
session alone, as most fans were there to see him.

Vic Mignogna as Captain Kirk in the Star Trek fan series, Star Trek Continues.
Image: Star Trek Continues (You Tube)

Voice actor Gretchen (not her real name) described to io9 how, before their
first panel together at a con in the early 2010s, he grabbed her from behind
and starting tickling her aggressively until she screamed at him to stop.
Mignogna told io9 he did tickle her without her consent, calling it a " playful
and friendly" attempt to lighten her mood.
There' s also a way Mignogna sometimes hugs women, as detailed by one voice
actor and confirmed by several others who 've experienced or witnessed it.
According to the voice actor , who asked not to be named, when Mignogna
greets women, sometimes h e' ll grab a handful of hair so he can pull their
heads back slightly, kissing their necks or whispering in their ears. She said it
can sometimes happen in public , including in front of fans, and there's
pressure to go along with it so they don't seem like they' re making a scene.
Mignogna has denied this , telling io9 , "I don 't greet people that way. "
In 2014 professional cosplayer Diana (not her real name) attended what she
believed was a post-convention group dinner for con guests; however, when
she arrived she found it was a private dinner with Mignogna. After dinner,
Mignogna walked with her to a parking area. She claims he proceeded to grab
and kiss her aggressively-without her consent-before inviting her to his
hotel room. Diana said she refused , reminding him that she had a partner and
knew he was engaged (at the time). She proceeded to walk away to meet with
friends at a nearby hotel, one that Mignogna was also staying at. He followed.
"He's sticking next to me the whole way there. He's trying to convince me to
come into his room and spend the night with him , saying 'It 's so hard to find
someone who understands the industry and lifestyle,' saying he 'd rock my
world," she told io9. "We ended up outside of his door, and I was continuing
to walk not realizing it was his room, when he stopped and was like , 'This is
my room , let ' s go.' "
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She didn't go.
Mignogna acknowledged this event happened but said he remembered it "very
differently." He said the two of them went out to a private dinner, after which
they " mutually and consensually" kissed, and he invited her to his room.
According to Mignogna, Diana responded that she wanted to, but "shouldn't
since we were both involved with someone else at the time, " after which they
parted ways. Diana denied Mignogna's version of events, saying " it wasn't
nearly as simple as he makes it seem-telling him we were both taken was not
the end of it."
Most of Mignogna' s responses to these women 's stories included some
mention of how, from his viewpoint, the women seemed fine with their
interactions-and even acted friendly toward him later. He mentioned that he
and Diana "flirted quite a bit both times " they saw each other and noted how
both Gretchen and Rachel were cordial or friendly with him during their
interactions after the events took place. All three of them rejected this notion
as being proof that they weren 't upset with Mignogna for his behavior.
" I have seen him a handful of times since, always in public or work settings.
He is mistaking my ' friendliness' for professionalism, " Gretchen said. "Vic can
try to justify his actions any way he likes, but it still doesn't make them any
less inappropriate or invasive. The man has no boundaries. "

--------<~I------"After the pie, Ijoked, 'Well my friend's gonna be angry' and then he
said, 'Oh, let's make her really angry'"

It's easy to find proof of Mignogna's physical closeness with fans, especially
female fans. There are countless photos available online-including through
the hashtags JtKickVic, which has shared accusations against the voice actor ,
and Jt!StandWithVic, which later emerged as a show of support. The photos
show him hugging people, holding them in his arms , pressing his face against
theirs, kissing them on the cheek. Some fans remark on their experiences with
Mignogna positively and have been sharing their photos and stories in support
of him. Others call their encounters with him uncomfortable and
nonconsensual.
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Former fan Viola Hewak told io9 that at a con in 2011, when she was 16 years
old, she went to get an autograph from Mignogna-a common convention
activity that fans sometimes pay for-when he unexpectedly got up and said,
"I'm going to hug you!" Hewak told io9 he pulled her into an embrace, his
hands sliding up and down her back and sides, and wouldn't let go when she
tried to pull away. At a 2013 con autograph signing, another former fan named
Michelle Light said he kissed her intensely on the cheek right as their photo
was being taken, without asking for permission first , and added that if she
hadn 't moved her head she thinks he would've reached her mouth.
Con-goer Kelly, who asked her last name be withheld, described to io9 what
happened at an anime con in 2014 when she went to get Mignogna's autograph
for a friend of hers. She wasn't a fan, though she was familiar with his work.
"I regrettably asked for a pie with him as a way to show my friend, ' Hey, guess
who I'm with.' After the pie, I joked, 'Well my friend 's gonna be angry' and
then he said, 'Oh, let 's make her really angry,'" Kelly said. " He grabbed me
into a tight embrace against his body, both arms. And it wasn't just a light
peck on cheek , it was a big kiss. I remember when he did it, I felt frozen for a
second, and then felt my face turning really red in embarrassment."
Convention staffers also discussed their own Mignogna interactions with io9.
Two people who've worked at Phoenix Comicon (now Phoenix FanFusion)
shared how staffers would sometimes alert coworkers over the radio when a
certain person was entering an area. One of them described it being used for
Mignogna, to make sure a particular 19-year-old female staffer wasn 't in the
area. She called it "Code Vic."

Vic Mignogna at the 2016 Webby Awards.
Photo: Geny Images

Mignogna's contact with fans isn 't limited to autograph lines and panels. Over
the past several years, especially following the success of Full metal Alchemist in
chrome-extension://mcbpblocgmgfnpjjppndjkmgjaogfceg/fsCaptured.html
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2004, Mignogna has cultivated a devoted fanbase online. Most notably, it's
been through the Risembool Rangers , an official Vic Mignogna fan group that
was started in 2005 and is currently managed by Mignogna's mother , Barb
Myers , who goes by the name "Matriarch" when she addresses the group.
Most of the group 's activity is on a Discord chat, which is a private text and
voice chat primarily for gamers , so io9 can't independently confirm the
current membership numbers. But there is an official Facebook page with
about 5,500 subscribers, as well as a closed Facebook group for the Risembool
Rangers with nearly 1,600 members.
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One former Risembool Rangers member, Dave (not his real name), joined the
group back in 2009 when he was around

11

years old. Dave described the group

as "absolutely rabid ," ready to defend the voice actor against any criticism.
Still, he stayed because he was a big fan of Mignogna and an aspiring voice
actor. He left the group shortly after meeting Mignogna, saying he no longer
considered himself a fan after their encounter. While taking a photo together
at a convention in 2012 , Dave said Mignogna unexpectedly grabbed him around
the waist, pulled him close, and asked if he had a boyfriend. At the time , Dave
was 14 years old and presented as a young woman.
" I felt violated and invalidated by my idol, " he said. "I wish that I could take it
away from my memory because I can't hear that guy's voice without thinking
about how I was a grossed-out 14-year-old kid .. .! love anime, and I
legitimately cannot watch dubs with his voice in them. "
According to former members io9 talked to, the Risembool Rangers lean
toward the younger side and are sometimes underage. Mignogna
communicates with his fans through email and has given out his phone
number for fans to get in touch with him. He's held Q&A sessions with
members through the private Discord chat, and attends con parties hosted by
the fan club-which have included events like a 2007 Twister competition,
judged by Mignogna himself, where he (dressed in a Star Wars uniform) can be
seen "signing" his name on a few young women 's lower backs as they' re
playing.
A January 2019 chat , shared on the group's Facebook page, showed Mignogna
denying the allegations against him, suggesting it could be connected to the
recent Dragon Ball Super: Braly release, and requesting members share positive
stories about him online. Since then, at least eight people io9 talked to said
they 've faced online harassment for either sharing their stories or for stating
online that they support the victims.
The harassment has included pizzas being sent to a former workplace, the
receiving of death threats, and a fake Twitter account being created in the
name of one individual. Mignogna initially spoke out on Twitter on February 8
to condemn harassment of people criticizing him. But an email shared with io9
also showed Mignogna, three days later, privately telling a fan how a certain
voice actor had "turned to [be) hateful toward me." Mignogna mentioned that
person by name.
chrome-extension://mcbpblocgmgfnpjjppndjkmgjaogfceg/fsCaptured.html
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"If I'm a jerk and you don't tell me so, then you're consenting to me
being a ;erk. See how that works?"
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In summer 2018, as preparations were being made to record the dubbed vocals
for Dragon Ball Super: Bro/y, two people connected to the project met with
Funimation executives

to

suggest Mignogna be recast due to some improper

conduct allegations making the rounds in the voice acting community,
according to someone present at the meeting. This person, who asked not to be
named, said that Funimation later told them the company was conducting an
investigation into Mignogna 's conduct-but it was inconclusive, so Mignogna
was kept on the project. io9 reached out to Funimation for comment on this
report, and the company referred us back to its original statement:
Following an investigation, Funimation recast Vic Mignogna in Morose
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future

productions.
Mignogna told io9 that, until recently, he 's "hugged everyone who comes to
my autograph sessions," saying it's a common activity for voice actors. But he
said that he's learned he has to change this. And over the past few weeks,
Mignogna has seemingly adjusted his public behavior-at least at conventions.
He appeared at Bak-Anime 2019 in early February, one of the only conventions
he's scheduled to attend this year after a majority rescinded their invitations.
Voice actor Neil Kaplan , who was also a guest at the show, said he didn't see
Mignogna touching any guests during his autograph signing. He mostly stayed
behind his table. There are also videos of Mignogna from his panels at that
con, showing him tearfully apologizing for recent events, saying he got "lazy"
about interpreting whether fans wanted him to hug them. But several of the
people io9 talked to said it 's time for him to be out of the voice acting industry.
Voice actors and other professionals have been speaking up online, including
McGonnigal, Dragon Ba/I co-star Monica Rial, and voice actor Neil Kaplan-all
of whom confirmed to io9 that Mignogna's behavior is a problem. Specht ,
Mignogna's ex-fiancee , also released a statement to io9. In her statement , she
said she was not aware that he was pursuing other women during their
relationship, and that she supports the people coming forward with their
stories about Mignogna's behavior:

I

My 12-year relationship [and] engagement

to

Vic Mignogna ended in May 2018.

Very soon after, information about Vic's previously unknown behavior began to
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surface, and has continued to do so over the last several months-each
revelation more shocking and painful than the previous, spanning the entirety of
our time together. I have had to face the reality that the loving, monogamous
relationship I believed in and was devoted to never existed.
This pattern of egregious behavior is so linked to his position of power that the
voices of those stepping forward with allegations need to be heard clearly, and
their claims taken with the utmost seriousness. And I extend whatever remains
of my broken heart to every one of them.

Last summer, Mignogna went into a studio and told a small group of people
that silence gives consent. It may have been in response to a query about h is
performance, but voice director Donald Shults told io9 that it eventually
became something else. When others in the room tried to push back, including
Shults saying that the phrase doesn't reflect today's values, Mignogna didn't
drop the subject. He clarified.
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"If I'm a jerk and you don ' t tell me so, then you're consenting to me being a

jerk. See how that works? " he said. "If somebody is doing something you don ' t
approve of a nd you don't say anything ... the implication is that you must be
okay with it."
They're not silent anymore.
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Police Report: Dub Voice Actress' Door Damaged, Classified Criminal Mischief
posted-on 2019-02-20 14.45 EST

by Lynz ee Loverid g e

The claim that voice actress Samantha Inoue-Harte's rental home door

was damaged on February 18 was confirmed in a police report obtained
by Anime News Ne1work from the Will iamson County Sheriff Department

on Wednesday. According to the report, an unknown person damaged
the residency's front door.
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Inoue-Harte claims that she received a phone call from a fake phone number that said she was SWATed , she
drove to the rental home, and found the door damaged. She then contacted police.
"SWATing" is defined as a harassment tactic where an individual calls emergency services under false pretenses
in order to send a law enforcement response to someone's home. In this particular case, emergency services
was not contacted nor did police damage the door. The Williamson County pol ice report states that the damage
was done by an unknown person and is looking into case as "criminal mischief."
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Inoue-Harte posted photos on her Facebook account on Monday alleging that she was "SWATed" at her Texas
rental home and attributed the situation to supporters of voice actor Vic Mignogna.

There's really not muc:h else we can do

wasabi
.......... .- ...

Inoue-Harte's Facebook post came under scrutiny after it was published on Monday when it was discovered that
the photos used in the post that day were the same ones Inoue-Harte posted on her Facebook account after a
police response to an alleged burglary to her rental home in 2016.
Anime News Network reached out to Inoue-Harte and she clarified that she did reuse the photos in her Facabook
post because the door that was damaged on Monday showed her home address number. In order to avoid
showing her house number on the damaged door, she stated she instead used the old photos.
Inoue-Harte's account of the police response to the burglary in 2016 also claimed the call was made in error and
the home sustained damages from the police. Har Facebook account is currently deactivated.
Inoue-Harte's account was shared on social media prior to the discovery of the photos' origin , including by
Crunchyroll director of events Adam Sheehan. Sheeha n ~ an apology via Twitter on Monday that stated Iha!
he found out that Inoue-Harte's account of the event was not true after discussing the situation with others. He
want on to ask that individuals do not attack her.

Inoue-H arte previously relayed an account involving Vic Mignogna on February 5 where she alleged that she
encountered him having sex on her bed in her hotel room during a convention followed by a post regarding
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Funimation's independent investigation on February 12. ln the post on February 12, Inoue-Harte stated that she
gave testimony to Funimation the previous week about instances involving Mignogna and other voice actors and
actresses of which she claimed to have knowledge. Inoue-Harte re iterated to Anime News Network that she
stands by the veracity of these statements.
ANN contacted Funimation in regards to Inoue-Harte's participation in their internal investigation about
Mignogna's behavior and a representative declined to comment.
The #IStandWithVic social media campaign began in response to allegations of misconduct levied at voice actor
Vic Mignogna, in contrast with the #KickVic campaign. Allegations against Mignogna, some dating back as far as
1989, came to the surface in the last four weeks. Mignogna issued statement on February 13 in the midst of
allegations by fellow voice actors Jamie Marchi and Monica Rial and FUN imation Entertainment severing its

This Week in Games - Death by
Sleep
May 30, 14.57 games

relationship with him.
Inoue-H arte has voiced minor roles in several dubs and voiced Li Kohran in the Sakura Wars television anime,
the chocobo Chobi and the fairy Crux in Final Fantasy: Unlimited, and Pipin in Magical Play.

It's time for more Pokemon, Hideo Kojima
art and Resident Evil, and Heidi 's got the
goods!

Source: Wi/Hamson County police report
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Bulma Voice Actress Monica Rial Shares Alleged Inappropriate Encounters With
Vic Mignogna
posted on 2019-02-20 09:00 EST by Rafael Antonio Pineda

Rial has been attacked with threats since publicly accusing Mignogna
Voice actress Monica Rial posted a message on her Twitter account on
Tuesday describing her past encounters with voice actor Vic Mignogna,

saying that Mignogna would "take a fist full of my hair, pull my head
back, and either whisper so closely to my ear that his lips were touching
or kiss my cheek/neck," every time he saw Rial. These actions are
similar to the actions that fellow voice actress Jamie Marchi accused
Mignogna of doing to her. Rial added that she and others have
witnessed Mignogna performing the same actions to both colleagues
and fans .
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Rial also described another incident where she claimed that Mignogna had forcibly ki ssed her in his hotel room
during a convention in the mid-2000s, after Mignogna invited Rial to his room supposedly to watch a video.
Rial claims she has been threatened and "doxxed" (the act of finding and sharing sensitive information about a
person) after she firstfillfilfil[ her inappropriate encounters with Mignogna earlier this month, and implied in her
message lhat she was receiving threatening phone calls, and has been in contact with law enforcement to
ensure her safety.
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Do not miss Final Fantasy VII -A
symphonic Reunion Jun3, 1000 music

Rial is one of many people both inside and outside the anime industry who have publicly accused Mignogna of
kissing and embracing them without consent aver the course of his career with same allegations dating back to
1989. These allegations have spread on social media over the past few weeks. Fellow voice actors have publicly
issued anecdotes of their personal experiences with Mignogna or support for those speaking out via social
media.
Mignogna issued a ~ on February 13. In the statement, Mignogna apologizes for anything he has "said
or done ou t of ignorance" and states he was unaware of any animosity that existed belween himself and his
colleagues and apologizes for any words or actions that made them feel disrespected. Finally, Mignogna states
that he is taking this time to "recommit to God and seeking help from counselor" to improve.

It is time to reunite! To reunite lhe FINAL
FANTASY VII fans in a special, unique,
and exclusive event, to reunite the best
music and most memorable video

sequences of the epic adventure, and to
reunite all the spin -offs with the main
legendary episode ...

Rooster Teeth has rli!~ Mignogna in the cast of RWBY, and Funimation ~its recast far The Morose
Mononokean II and~ its relationship with Mignogna earlier this month. Many of Mignogna's convention
appearances have been canceled. Mignogna issued a~ on the matter last week.
Source: Monica Rial's Twitte r~
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As this shojo romance enters its second
arc, it continues to be satisfyingly funny,
heartwarming, and serious. Rebecca
Silverman has the details.
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Anime Voice Actor Vic Mignogna
Accused Of sexual Harassment
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Anime industry veteran Vic Mignogna is currently facing an abundance of
sexual harassment allegations after numerous victims of his misconduct have
begun to speak out. Mignogna, best known for his vast body of voiceover work
in English-dubbed anime. is being accused of a years-long history of
unwanted touching. advances, and more by dozens of convention-goers and
fellow voice talent.
Mignogna is best known for his long list of localized roles, which includes
Edward Elric from Fu//metal Alchemist, Braly from Dragon Ball Z and Dragon

Ball Super, and Qrow Branwen from Rooster Teeth's RWB Y web
series. Disconcertingly, the frequent neglect of basic boundaries that
Mignogna is being accused of has been a poorly kept secret of tile anime
localization scene for years prior to this most recent wave of accusers stepping
ADVERTISING

foiward with their experiences. This time around. though , the industry is
confronting Mignogna over his alleged crimes and imposing hefty
consequences.
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Related : Leaving Neverland Trailer: Michael Jackson's Accusers Speak
Out
News of Mignogna's history of sexual misconduct (most of which seemingly
occurred while on the convention circuit) made its way out of the shadows and
into the mainstream when Funimation and Rooster Teeth separately
announced that they would no longer be working with the purported offender.
This spurred io9 to conduct interviews with approximately two dozen of
Mignogna's accusers, censoring their names to protect their identities. Multiple
women recounted their stories of Mignogna inappropriately touching them
and aggressively kissing them, with one voice actress recalling a traumatic
experience in which Mignogna kissed her and forced her onto his hotel bed,
only being saved from further assault by a "door knock" Another industry peer
asserts that, after a separate instance of harassment, Mignogna convinced her
to briefty visit his hotel room. When she tried to leave. Mignogna forcibly
embraced her and began caressing the backs of her thighs without consent,
repeating, '"Let me be sweet to you' - over and over, at least five or six times."
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White Mignogna acknowledges these events and others, he consistently
argues that each of these encounters were consensual in nature.
Nevertheless, the emergence of these stories - which span nearly two
decades - has cost the fatten voice actor some of his biggest rotes, and almost
all of his scheduled appearances at conventions in 2019 have been cancelled .
White the #MeToo movement has made a strong impression on Hollywood and
has fostered an environment in which accusers like Mignogna's can relate
their experiences and finally be heard, it's not clear if the anime industry's
current avoidance of Mignogna will be wholesale considering that Bohemian
Rhapsody director Bryan Singer was stilt stated to direct the now-delayed Red
Sonja for weeks even after welt-founded allegations of his sexual abuse of
children surfaced . Similarly, even when celebrities are the accusers
themselves, they often are not believed by their peers and have to either bear
their burden in silence or, in the case of Terry Crews. take to Twitter to defend
themselves.
ADVERTISING
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So far. no legal action has been taken against Mignogna. With statutes of
limitations on sexual assault and harassment varying widely from state-tostate, even if su its are filed against Mignogna, it's possible that he may face
few to no legal consequences besides out-of-court settlements if he is found
guilty due to the age of his alleged crimes. However, his accusers' descriptions
of his sexual misconduct are objectively revolting, and it can be hoped that
even his staunchest fans would want the truth - no matter how ugly - to come
out through due process regardless of the outcome.
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Multiple Voice Actors Cancel Kameha Con Appearances Amid Vic Mignogna
Controversy
posted on 2019-03-24 12.50 EDT by Lynzee Loveridge

Monica Rial, Jason Douglas, Daman Mills, multiple panelists pull out of convention

Multiple English voice actors announced via social media that they will not appear at the Kameha Con event in
Irving , Texas afte r staff added voice actor Vic Mignogna as a guest. The Dragon Ba/I-focused convention initially
cancelled Mignogna's appearance on February 2 but notified the public on March 22 that the Braly voice actor
would be present at the convention. Kameha Con will ru n from April 12-1 4 at the Irving Convention Center.
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Kameha Con

~ @KamehaCOn

"tiGuest Announcement-ti
Please welcome Broly aka @vicmignogna to Kameha Con
2019!
0 9,080 8:13 PM - Mar 22, 20 19

Do not miss Final Fantasy VII -A
Symphonic Reunion Jun 3, 10 00

0 3,956 people are talking about this
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Kameha Con

~ @KamehaCon

We would like to take thi s time to remind everyone Kameha Con
is founded on the celebration of Dragon Ball! It is a privilege to

music

It is time to reunite! To reunite the FINAL
FANTASY VII fans in a special, unique,
and exclusive event, to reunite the best
music and most memorable video
sequences of the epic adventure , and to

reunite all the spin-offs with the main
legendary episode .. .

be supported by this amazing commun ity and we don't take that
for granted. Thank you all for your support. It will never go
unnoticed .

0

3,205 6:16 PM - Mar 22, 2019

0

796 people are talking about this
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@vlcmlgnogna

So very grateful and happy to say that I will be a guest at
Kamehacon in Dallas April 12-14. Special thanks to the
@Kamehacon staff and con chair for the privilege to join you.
Let's have a great show full of positivity and celebra tion of
Dragon ball with all the great attendees!
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time to revisit some of the strangest
cuisines in anime history!
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Following the announcement, multiple vo ice actors as well as guest panelists have announced that they will not
attend the event as previously scheduled. Voice actors Monica Rial (Bulma), Daman Mills (Frieza understudy),
and Jason Douglas (Beerus) all announced they will no longer attend the event.
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Mignogna where she said he would "take a fist full of my hair, pull my
head back, and either whispe r so closely to my ear that his lips were
touching or kiss my cheek/neck" every time he saw Rial. These ac1ions
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Mignogna of doing to her. Rial added that she and others have
witnessed Mignogna performing the same actions to both colleagues
and fans.

Win Backstage Tickets to Anime
Midwest - Chicago's July Anime
Convention
May 31 06·36 events

As a specia l treat for ANN Readers,
Anime Midwest is giving away weekend
passes to 20 lucky winners, and 1

platinum pass to one lucky winner!

Rial also described another alleged incident where she claimed that Mignogna had forcibly kissed her in his hotel
room during a convention in the mid-2000s , after Mignogna invited Rial to his room supposedly to watch a video.
Rial is one of many people both inside and outside the anime industry who have publicly accused Mignogna of
kissing and embracing them without consent over the course of his career with some allegations dating back to
1989.
Rooster Teeth has riml.a~ Mignogna in the cast of RWBY, and Funimation
Mononokean II and ~ its relationship with Mignogna.

~its

recast for The Morose

Update: Voice actor Josh Grella (Grand Minister) and creator Ken (Dragon Ball LITERATURE) have both
cancelled their scheduled appearances.
Update 2 (2019-03·25) : Voice actress Sarah Wiedenheft (King Zen-Oh) has cancelled her appearance.
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It's time for more Pokemon, Hideo Kojima
art and Resident Evil, and Heidi's got the
goods!
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VIC MIGNOGNA, VOICE ACTOR WHO PLAYS
BROLV IN 'DRAGON BAL~ MOVIES &GAMES,
SUES FUNIMATION FOR DEFAMATION
BY JUST LUNNING ON 4/19/19 AT 9:58 PM EDT
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A

ctor Vic Mignogna , the English-language voice of Broly in several Dragon Ball games and
movies -

most recently Dragon Ball Super: Broly- filed a one million dollar lawsuit in the

14 Ways to Save Your Financial Life

Tarrant County, Texas District Court against en tertainment company Funimation and other vo ice
actors on Thursday night.
Mignogna claimed the actions of Funimation and voice actors Jamie Marchi , Monica Rial and
Rial's fiance , Roland Toye , constitute defamation, interference in existing contracts and
prospective business relations , and civil conspiracy.
This suit comes after Mignogna said he lost a string of possible employment opportu nities amid
harassment allegations that first began circling in early January. Lost opportunities incl ude voice
acting roles like on Rooster Teeth's RWBYand Funimation's The Morose Mononokean 2 where

The Most Dog-Friendly Cities in
America

Mignogna, prior to the allegations, provided the English voice for certain side characters .
In both cases , an internal investigation occurred, and following it, Mignogna was removed and
replaced by another voice actor. Funimation also removed all non-essential appearances by
Mignogna in upcoming projects , including an originally advertised special featu re interview with

Mignogna on the Dragon Ball Super: Braly DVD and Blu Ray.

Additionally, following Funimation's internal investigation, nine separate conventions (Ancient City
Con, Anime Milwaukee , Anime NYC, Denver Comicon, Hudson Valley Comicon, Florida

D·Day: Photos from the Invasion of
Normandy

Supercon, Phoenix Fan Fusion , Raleigh Supercon , Kamicon, and Kawa iicon) removed Mignogna
from their lineups. Kamehacon Dallas initially removed him but later reinsta ted his appearance a
few weeks prior to the convention. He's also still set to appear next month at Puerto Rico Comic
Con.
The accusations of sexual harassment and homophobia against Mignogna first appeared on
Twitter in early January. Various fans stated that he hugged and kissed them without consent. The
alleged incidents go as far back as 2008. The fan statements prompted #KickVic to trend on
Twitter. Some voice actors also spoke out against Mignogna. Both Marchi and Rial recounted on
Twitter their own sexual claims of harassment at the hands of Mignogna.

Dreams and Manifestos: The
Architectural Vision of Ricardo Boflll

The actor, who has voiced a large number of characters, including Captain James T. Kirk on Star
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Trek Continues, denied both March i's and Rial's claims in his suit. He also stated he believes the
pair forced #K ickVic to .. go viral " by retweeting posts with the hashtag.
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Anime voice actor Vic Mignogna
sues Funimation after sexual
misconduct fallout

109 ..

Mignogna classifies allegations against him as 'defamation'
By Petrana Radu10\ic I @Pet_ rana I Apr 19, 2019, 1:45pm EDT
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Anime voice actor Vic Mignogna has filed a million-dollar lawsuit against Funimation and
indust1y colleagues Monica Rial, Jamie Marchi, and Ronald Toye in TatTant County, Texas

District Comt. In the suit, Mignogna claims that a sexual harassment investigation that

Most Read

ended in his removal from several projects, constitutes defamation , interference in business,

and civil conspiracy.
This co1nes after a wave of misconduct accusations which resulted in Miguogna's removal
from Funimation's The Morose Mononokean

2

and Rooster Teeth's Rl-VBY. Allegations first

started to surface around the release of Dragon Ball Super: Braly, in which Mignogna voices
the title character.
In January, the hash tag #KickVic began to circulate across social media as both fans and
creators shared their encounters ·with Mignogna. A counter hashtag, #IStandWithVic, started
by Mignogna's fans. The outc1y prompted Mignogna to release a public statement denying

The directors of Avengers: En dgame
are adapting Magic: The Gathering for
Netflix

the clailns, but by February, independent investigations had led to his removal from the
lineup of nine conventions: Phoenix Fan Fusion, Anime NYC, Anime Milwaukee,

Kawaiicon ~

Ancient City Con, Denver Comicon, Florida Supercon, Raleigh Supercon, Ka.n1icon, and

Hudson Valley Cmnicon. Kamehacon Dallas removed him, but reinstated his appearance on
March 24.
On Feb.

11,

Funhnation publicly announced its investigation into Mignogna's behavior and

removed him from all future projects. This repmtedly includes a special feature on the
Dr·agon Ball Super·: B1·oly DVD and Blu-Ray. (Polygon has reached out to Funin1ation for

Here's what the crowds and lines were
like at Star Wars Land's open ing day

darificaliun and furlher cummenl on Lhe rernuval.s and law~mi L, Uul Lhe company was unable

to provide comment at the time of publish.)
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In the lawsuit, Mignogna claims that Rial, Marchi, and Toye directly int erfered in his
business affairs and that all the st ate111ents they made against him are false. "The repeated
attention that Monica, J amie, and even Fnnimation's age nts, employees or business
partners, gave [Twitter user] hanleia's and Marzgurl's accusations caused their Tweets to 'go
viral,'" the lawsuit suggests. In the descriptions of the situation, Mignogna's clain1 suggests
that the defendants have continued "carpet-bombing" him on Twitter, through continued
discussion of the allegations.
Polygon has reached out to Rial and Marchi's representatives for comn1ent, and will update
accordingly.
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Accused of Sexual Harassment,
Vic Mignogna Sues Funimation
f
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Vic Mignogna, known for voicing Braly in the " Dragon Ba ll" series of games, f ilms. and tv
shows, filed a lawsuit claiming defamation and other charges against Fun imation and

~RJtJY
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other voice acto rs on Thursday, according to public court documents.

Your subscription includes:

Fe llow Funimation voice actors Monica Rial and Jamie Marchi, along with Ria l's fiance
Ronald Toye, are also named in the suit. Mignogna 's suit stated that he is suing for
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interference in othe r work contracts and that the charges made against him accusing
him of sexual harassment are fa lse, and affected his career due to not only Funimation's
decision to no longer work with him, but conventions also canceled his appearances.
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Mignogna and his lawyer, Ty Beard of Beard Harris Bullock Hughes, are seeking
"monetary relief over $1,000,000.00" in add iti on to other re lief to wh ich Mignogna "may
be just ly or equ itably ent itled."
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In January, accusations of sexual harassment and homophobia surfaced against

Christian Ba le Unite

Mignogna. Funimation ended its rela tionship with the voice actor a month later. A

popular anime convention attendee. he was accused of sexual harassment by fans, in the
form of hugging and kissing w ithout consent. Some of the con attendees who said this
happened were underage, and allegat ions go back as far as 2008. Some voice actors
have also spoken out against Mignogna pub licly. Marchi detailed her own encounter with
Mignogna, and Rial stated that she was also sexually harassed by Mignogna.
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I stand with the victims. My experience is minor in compa rison to
many others ; however, having rea lized this wasn 't an isolated
incident, I felt compe lled to share.
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6:50 PM - Feb 8, 2019

1,944 people are talking about this

Monica Rial
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Dropping in to say this: stop harassing my friends and
co lleagues. You wa nt the truth? IT HAPPENED TO ME! I had
hoped it wou ldn' t co me to this but here we are. I don 't owe you
anything but if it'll stop it from happening to someone else , then
so be it.
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5:28 PM - Feb 6, 2019

Q 2,600 people are talking about this
Twitter posts by Ria!, Marchi, and Toye may now be used as evidence for the lawsuit. with
the lawsuit saying tha t the exposure t he actors and Toye (noted as a "either a Fu nimation
agent or employee" in the court documents) provided to accusat ions against Mignogna
via tweeting and retweeting caused the matter to "go vira l." "One or more" of the
defendants the n "activel y" defamed Mignogna to conventions , accord ing to the court
document.
Mignogna, perhaps best known for voicing Ed in "Fullmeta l Alchemist." developed a large
fan following as a resu lt of his voice work in numerous anime shows , films , and video
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games. He denied the all egations on his Twitter in a statement in January, cal ling the
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accusations " heartbreaking ."
"I wou ld also like t o sincere ly apo logize to anyone who ever felt m y interaction wit h them
(a hug or a kiss on the cheek or forehead) was crossing a line," he wrote. "Never in a
mi ll ion years wou ld it be my intent to make an yone fee l uncomfortable."
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Fun imation did not respond to Variety$ request for com ment. The officia l court
document fo r Victo r Mignogna v Funimation is available below.
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